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EFFECT OF REDUCTION OF STRATEGIC COLUMBIUM ADDITION IN 718 ALLOY
ON THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES
ABSTRACT
by
KARL R. ZIEGLER & JOHN F. WALLACE
InconelAlloy 718 is a Nickel-Iron-basesuperalloystrengthened
by the precipitationof the metastableNi3Cb_y"phase. Large
coherencystrainsbetweeny" and the matrix result in a slow precipi-
tationrate and an intermediatemaximumuse temperature. The
combinationof slow precipitationrate and the relativeformability
and machinabilityof Alloy 718 make it a popularmaterial for the
fabricationof superalloycomponents. The dependenceon foreign
sourcesof Cb has pointedout the desirabilityof reducingthe Cb
contentof Alloy 718 while maintainingthe tensileand stress-rupture
propertiesof the originalalloy. The purposeof this investigation
was to determinethe effectsof reducedCb, and substitutionsfor
Cb, on the propertiesof Alloy 718.
A seriesof alloyswas developedhavinga base compositionsimi-
lar to Alloy 718, with reducedCb levelsof 3.00 and 1.10 wt% Cb.
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Substitutionsof 3.0% W, 3.0W + O.9V or Mo increasedfrom 3.0 to 5.8%
were made for the Cb in these alloys. Two additionalalloys,one
containing3.49% Cb and 1.10% Ti and anothercontaining3.89% Cb and
1.27% Ti were also studied. Solutionand age heat treatmentswere
optimizedfor each alloy to developa propermicrostructure. Some
alloyswere also processedby directaging for substitutionin the
high strengthapplicationsof the standardalloy. Tensileproperties
at room and elevatedtemperatures,stress-rupturetests and an
analysisof extractedphaseswere carriedout for each of the alloys.
The reductionin Cb contentrequiredthe substitutionof other
elementsto maintainthe propertiesof the originalalloy. Additions
of solid solutionelementsto a reducedCb alloy had no significant
effect on the propertiesof the alloys under either processcondition.
The solutionand age alloyswith substitutionsof 1.27_ Ti at 3.89% Cb
had tensilepropertiessimilarto those of the originalalloy and
stress-rupturepropertiessuperiorto the originalalloy. The im-
proved stress-rupturepropertieswere the resultof significant
precipitationof Ni3Ti_Y' in the alloy,which is more stable than
y" at the elevatedtemperatures. At lower temperaturesthe new alloy
benefitsfrom the y" strengthening. With more precisecontroland
proper processing,the reducedCb direct-agealloy could substitute
for Alloy 718 in high strengthapplications.
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INTRODUCTION
This investigationwas undertakento determinethe structureand
propertyaspectsof chemistryvariationin a Ni-Fe-basesuperalloy.
Followingis a reviewof the metallurgyof superalloysin general
and of InconelAlloy 718 specifically. A descriptionof the purpose
of the investigationfollowsthe review.
LITERATUREREVIEW
Superallo¥History
Alloys for high temperatureapplicationshave been in use since
the 1930's. The advancesin superturbochargedpistonengines,and
then jet engines,have increasedthe demandson componentmaterials
(Figure1). The so called "superalloys"were developedfrom the
precipitationhardeningstainlesssteels. The major advancewas the
increasein Ni to stabilizethe austenitematrix at high tempera-
tures. The base elementsof superalloysare from Group VIIIA of the
periodictable. The elementsNi, Fe and Co, togetheror separately,
form the matrix. These elementslack a singled-bandelectron,
making them tolerantof large alloyingadditions. When a binary
alloyingelementis added this band is filled,forminga stable
solution. The solubilityof other metals in Ni, Fe and Co are high
(1). These base elementsalways form an FCC matrix,which is also
tolerantof additions.
Three groupsof superalloysare based upon the dominantmatrix
element. The groupsare: Co-base,Ni-baseand Ni-Fe-base
superalloys. This reviewwill concentrateon Ni- and Ni-Fe-base
superalloys. These alloys could be furtherseparatedaccordingto
their use condition- cast or wrought• The additionof Fe to
Ni-basealloys promotesprecipitationin wrought superalloysand
promotesformability(2). Ni-basealloyscontainat least 25 wt.%
Ni to ensurean FCC matrix (austenitic),subsequentlyreferredto as
y (gamma)phase. LimitedCo additionsare possibleto reduce the Ni
requirementand raise the use temperature. Some Ni-Fe-basealloys
containmore Fe than Ni (Table I).
StrenBtheninBof Superalloys
In Ni and Ni-Fe base super alloys,strengthis providedby two
mechanisms. Each mechanismis enhancedthroughthe additionof
specificelements,yet each elementhas an effecton both mechanisms•
Solid solutionstrengtheningelements such as Cr, Mo, Al and W have
atomicvolumesmuch differentthan the matrixelementsand expand
the matrix lattice• The most likelycandidateelementsfor solid
solutionstrengtheninghave atomic sizes 1 to 13% largerthan the
matrix elements• Largeratomic sizes are not toleratedwithin the
matrix lattice(4,5,6). The abilityof an elementto be acceptedas
a solute also dependson the solute-solventvalencies. Solid
solutionstrengthenersincreasethe flow stressof a materialby
imposingstrainson the matrix lattice. These strainsincreasethe
energyrequiredto move dislocationsthroughthe matrix (4). This
energy is providedby a stressor by temperature. Soluteelements
can alter the stackingfault energy (SFE)of the material,
increasingthe flow stress. Soluteatoms can developshort range
order, increasingthe entropyof the system. This increasesthe
energy input requiredto disruptthe order, increasingthe flow
stress (5,7). Short range order decreaseswith temperature,so this
contributionto strengtheningis sensitiveto the thermalhistoryof
the material. The mechanicalpropertiesof the soluteelementswill
influenecethe flow stress.Elementswith a high modulus,strength,
flow stress,ductility,etc. will inhibitdislocationmovement,
increasingthe flow stressof the material. The quantitative
effectsof the more potentsuperalloysolid solutionstrengtheners
are shown in Figures2 and 3. The elementsthat exert the greatest
influenceon the matrix lattice (as a binaryadditionto Ni) are W
and Mo. They also change the room temperatureflow stressmore than
other elements. Al providessubstantialsolid solutioneffectsbut
is more potentas a precipitationhardeningelementin Ni-base
superalloys. Elementssuch as C, B and N can providesolid solution
effectsby their tendencyto occupy interstitialsites in a lattice
(4,8). While C and B influencematerialpropertiesmore throughthe
formationof carbidesand borides,respectively,interstitialN can
be a significantsolid solutionstrengthenerin superalloys.
The greatestcontributionto Ni- and Ni-Fe-basesuperalloy
strengthis the precipitationof an ordered,coherentFCC and/or BCT
phase. The stableor metastableFCC phase has an A3B chemistry
and an L12 structure(9,10). In Ni- and Ni-Fe-basesuperalloys,
this phase is Ni3Ti and/or Ni3Al, referredto as y' (gamma
prime). The BCT precipitate,based on Ni3V, has a D022 structure
(11,12,13,14).This precipitateis called y" (gammadouble prime)
(Figure4). The chemistryof the precipitateis subjectto some
controversy. Some investigatorsreporta NixCb (x = 2.5-2.8)
compositionwhile others proposeNi3Cb (16). Disagreementalso
exists over the elementscontainedin the BCT structure. There are
indicationsthat only Cb is present(17)while others show that Al
and Ti can substitutefor some Cb in the same manner as for y' (6).
It has been determinedthat, in Ni-Fe-basesuperalloys,Ni3AI_ y'
does not precipitatealone (2). Al can substituteinto the
structureof Ni3Ti, but the major contributionof Al may be as a
solid solutionstrengthenerand for oxidationresistance(2).
It has been shown that the presenceof Fe is requiredto permit
the precipitationof y" in Ni-basesuperalloys(18). The addition
of up to 10 at. % Cb in a Ni matrix producedvirtuallyno y"
precipitation. When Fe was present,no latticematchingbetweenthe
FCC-Niand BCT-y"occurs (2,6,15). At low Fe additionsy"
precipitationis inhibitedby the BCC structureof Fe. Above a
certainFe level the electronicconfigurationchangessuch that an
FCC structureis promoted(15). In joiningwith Ni it forms a
matrix that matchesthe BCT- y" latticecloselyenough to permit
precipitation. The Fe and additionsof Cr also distortthe Ni
lattice,increasingthe latticeparameter(2,6,19). This reduces
5latticeparameterdifferencesbetweenthe y and y", making
precipitationmore favorable. The presenceof Al inhibitsy"
precipitationby alteringthe latticestructure,again increasing
the y - _" mismatch.
In y' strengthenedsuperalloysthe precipitateis sphericalto
cuboidalin shape (9,20,21). The distortionfrom sphericalis
causedby latticestrainsbetweenthe matrixand precipitate. These
strainsdependon the chemistryof the matrixand the precipitate.
The y" precipitateshave a disc morphology(2,7,11,12,22,23,24).
This morphologyis the result of anisotropiccoherencystrains
betweenthe matrix and precipitate. The BCT latticeof y" is, in
effect,two FCC latticesstackedtogether(Figure4). A changein
atom positionon the sharedcenter plane occurs becausethe Ni atoms
shift to edge positionsand Cb must occupythe face position
(6,7,15,25,26).The matchingbetweenthe precipitateand the matrix
becomesanisotropic. This enhancesgrowth in the longitudinal
directionand inhibitsgrowth in the transversedirection.
The growth of y' and y" precipitatesis describedby the theory
of Lifshitz,Slyozovand Wagner (LSW) (27). The theorydescribes
growthas diffusioncontrolledwith the size of the particle
changinglinearlywith (time)1/3. The aging temperaturewill
changethe slope of this behaviorbut the growthis linearover
time. _The growthis describedby the equation (fordisc particles):
B3- = K tdo3
where a is the mean disc diameter,ao is the originalmean disc
diameterand t is the time. K is a constantdescribedby:
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where P is the particleperipheralinterfaceenergy, q is the
particleaspect ratio,D is the solutediffusioncoefficient,Ce
is the equilibriumsoluteconcentrationand Vm is the molar volume
of the precipitate. The activationenergyof the growth processcan
be determinedfrom the slope of the plot of particlesize vs time,
the temperature,the aspect ratio and the equilibriumsolute
concentration. The activationenergy,in the LSW Theory,is equal
to the solutediffusionthroughthe matrix. The size distribution
of particlesin Alloy 718 is skewedto particleslarger than
predictedby the LSW Theory. This was found to be the resultof the
large strain field surroundingthe y" precipitate. The strain
field,the resultof y - y" mismatchenhances the coarseningof y"
particles. Diffusionrate changesoccur when particlesencounter
one another.
The mechanismsof precipitationhardeningin superalloysare
numerousand varied. The relativecontributionof each mechanism
also varieswith the superalloysystem. The strengtheningeffect of
y' in Ni-basesuperalloyswill depend on (4,28): (1) y' volume
fraction,(2) y' radius, (3) solid solutionstrengthof y' (andy),
and (4) presenceof hyperfiney'. The y' phase strengthensthrough
the followingmechanisms(4): (1) coherencystrainsbetweeny' and
y, (2) modulusmismatchbetweeny and y' (3) orderingof y'
(4) stackingfault energy (SFE) differencesbetweeny and y',
(5) interfacialenergy creation,(6) temperaturedependenceof
latticestrength. The predominanty' strengtheningmechanismsare
orderingof y' and the formationof anti-phaseboundaries,which is
due to differencesin the stackingfault energy in y and y'
(4,10,28,29,30,31,32).Both mechanismsinhibitdislocationmotion
as the resultof a higherenergy regionor boundary. Dislocations
travellingin pairs,with a stackingfault between,encountery'
particles. The first dislocationwill move into the particlemore
easily in alloyswith low SFE y'. The anti phase boundarywithin
the particleis more difficultfor the dislocationto penetrate
(10,29). The dislocationmotion is inhibitedby the differencesin
SFE betweeny and y'. Orderedparticlesare a regionof higher
entropy. To lower this energythroughthe displacementof
precipitateparticlesand increaseddisorderrequiresan increased
energy input. Coherencystrainsare also a potentialcontributorto
precipitatestrength. These strainsare the fittingtogetherof two
FCC latticeswith differentlatticeparameters. The required
continuitybetweenthe two latticescreatesa strainon each lattice
(29). These higherenergy boundariesmust be overcomefor
dislocationsto move. Similarreasoningis used to describethe
interfacialenergy creation. In this case the creationof a new
surfacerequiresmore energy thanmaintainingthe y - y' interface.
Coherency strains, degree of ordering, modulus mismatch and SFE
differences can increase with temperature. The interfacial energy
will decreasewith an increasein temperature(4).
The strengthening mechanisms in Ni-Fe-base superalloys are the
sameas those for Ni-base superalloys. In Ni-Fe-base superalloys
strengthened by y" the relative contribution of each mechanismto
overall strength is different than in y' strengthened alloys. The
y" strengthened alloys rely primarily on coherency strains between
and y" for strength (25,33,34). In superalloys that are used at
high temperatures, coherency strains between the matrix and
precipitate are not relied upon for strength (6). The potent effect
of these strains on strength is sacrificed to insure a stable
precipitate at these temperatures.
An optimum amount of a strengthening phase exists for a
superalloy. In y' strengthened superalloys a y' volume fraction of
0.60 provides the best properties (1). Alloys strengthened by y"
precipitation have an optimum volume fraction of 0.20. Coherency
strains extend a significant distance away from the y - y' interface
(35,36). Lattice distortions make the nucleation of precipitates
impossible near other precipitate particles. The interaction of the
distortions result in a balance between particle size and
distribution.
The precipitation of y' and y" phases are the result of
classical solution and age heat treatment. The first stage,
solution heat treatment, required an anneal at temperatures high
9enough to drive all solute atomsinto solution and to homogenizethe
alloy structure. Typically this is near the melting point of the
alloy. To retain this homogenizedstructure, the alloy is quenched
to roomtemperature. The quenchrate dependson the atomsin the
alloy, but a water quenchor air cooling is usually sufficient in
superalloys.Heatingthealloyingto lowerelevatedtemperatures
willallowthesupersaturatedsolutionto precipitatephasesthat
are stableat thattemperatureand solutecontent.All the
characteristicsof age hardenedmetalalloyswith respectto time
and temperatureareobeyedin superalloys.
At sufficientlyhightemperaturesor longenoughtimesat a
particulartemperatureNi-Fe-basesuperalloyshardenedby metastable
precipitateswilloverage. Overagingis firstmanifestin particle
coarsening.Coarseningis the resultof growthovertakingthe
nucleationof new particlesand competitionbetweenexisting
particles,resultingin thedominanceof a few precipitate
particles.At higherage temperaturesy' ripeningis overcomeby
theprecipitationof the stablen (eta)phase(1). The n phasealso
hasthe Ni3Ticomposition.Thisphasehasan HCP structure,is
incoherentand precipitatesinitiallyat grainboundaries.The n
phasecan precipitatein a cellularmorphologysimilarto pearlite,
withalternatingy and n plates. Itcan alsoforma Widmenstatten
morphology,startingat grainboundariesandgrowingoutward,
throughy' particles.Superalloysprecipitatingthe y" phasealso
initiallyoverageby coarseningof theprecipitates(36). At higher
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temperaturesthe stable phase, 6 (delta)predominates(25,37,38,39,
40). The 6 phase has an orthorhombicstructure,initially
precipitatedat grain boundariesin a cellularor Widmenstatten
morphology. The 6 phase has compositionof Ni3Cb, a slight
variationon the metastabley" compositionof NixCb (x = 2.5-2.8).
Since n and 6 are incoherentwith the matrix, they provideno
strengtheningand only occupy volume. These phasesconsumeTi and
Cb which are needed for y' and y" precipitation,reducingthe
potentialvolumefractionof strengtheningphase. It is also likely
that the Widmenst_ttenforms of n and 6 serve as crack initiation
sites. Some evidencesuggeststhat grain boundary n and 6 improves
ductilityand stressrupturestrength. While some 6 may be disirable
to reduce grain boundarysliding,the servicetemperatureof y' and
y" strenghtenedsuperalloysis limitedby the precipitationof this
n and/or 6.
OxidationResistance
Superalloysare used in high temperatureapplicationsbecauseof
their high temperaturestrengthand creep resistance. Resistanceto
internaloxidationand corrosionis also essentialat these
temperatures(41,42). Alloys used in applicationswhere an
aggressiveenvironmentis presentcontainsignificantamountsof Cr
and AI (43,44,45). These elementsform very stable oxidesand
provideprotectiveoxide coatingsat high temperaturesto prevent
furtherattack of the base metal. Superalloyscan contain10 to 30
wt % Cr for oxidationresistance. In Ni-Fe-basesuperalloys,some
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of the Al presentis availableto resistoxidation,the balanceis
found in Ni3(Ti,AI).
SecondaryPhases
Severalelementsare presentin superalloysbeyond the main
constituentsmentionedabove. Some of these elements,such as B,C
and Zr are added for a specificpurpose. Other elementsare
undesirableand promotephases that are deleteriousto physical
and/ormechanicalproperties. Examplesof the latter includeSi,
Mn, P and S. The relativeeffectsof some elementsin superalloys
are shown in Table I.
The presenceof only a trace amount of C will cause the
formationof carbides. The presenceof other elementsand the heat
treatmenthave some effectson the type of carbidepresent. The
most prevalentand most stablecarbidein Ni- and Ni-Fe-base
superalloysis the MC carbide,where M is the metal atom. The
possiblemetal atoms, in decreasingstabilityare (1,46): Ta, Cb,
Ti, V. The formationof M23C6 and M6C is influencedby the
relativeamountsof Cr, Mo and W (1,47). The heat treatmentalso
exerts a strong influenceon these two carbides. At low age
temperaturesM23C6 is more stable (1). This carbide formswith
Cr, Mo, Fe and W. At higheraging temperaturesM6C is more
stable. At these temperaturesn and _ precipitateat grain
boundaries,occupyingthe preferredMz3C6 site (48). M6C is
also promotedover M23C6 when Mo and W are presentin sufficient
amounts (28). A transitionbetweenthe two carbidesoccurswhen
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(Mo + 1/2W) wt % equals 6.0 (49,50). M7C3 carbides are not found
tn Ni- and Ni-Fe-base supera]]oys and will not be discussed here.
Carbides can be beneficial to superal]oymechanica] properties by
blocking dislocation motion or pinning grain boundaries (51). Some
early superalloys and many modern stainless steels are strengthened
by a genera] carbide precipitation. However, carbides contain
elements that would otherwise contribute to y' and _" precipitation
or to solid solution strength. Grain bounda_ carbide precipitation
can provide somestrengthening. They also serve as stress
concentrators and potential crack paths (45,52,53). Overall,
carbides can be considered deleterious to superal]oy properties.
The presence of somecarbides is unavoidable, and heat treatment
modifications are necessary to reduce their effect on properties.
The mechanismsbehind the effects of B and Zr are not as well
understood as for C. It has been shown that B and Zr occuw grain
boundary sites, apparently preventing the formation of a continuous
carbide film (4,6,8,54,55,56). This strengthens the alloy (57,58).
The presence of Si and Mn have been shown to promote damaging phase
fomation (59,60). P encourages the general precipitation of
carbides (48,61). The formation of sulfides can cause problems
during thermomechanJcal processing (hardspots, stringers, etc.), so
the S ]eve] is kept to a minimum in superalloys (28,58).
The y, y', y", carbides and borides are geometrically close
packed phases. The atomic structure of the lattice is JsotropJc.
Under certain compositional conditions structures that are
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topologicallyclose packed (TCP)can form. Differencesin atomic
size and electronicchargecause a collapseof the smalleratoms
into regionsbetweenthe largerconstituentatoms. This resultsin
an anisotroplcstructurethat is very complex,with up to 30 atoms
to a unit cell. The anisotropicstructurecan lead to a plate
morphology. For several reasons, TCP phases are deleterious to
superalloy properties (62). TCP phases remove elements from the
matrix that otherwise might form the strengthening phases (y' or y").
The TCP phases also remove elements that influence the strengthening
mechanismsof the precipitated phases (e.g. altering lattice
constants and reducing the effect of coherency strains). The sharp
tips of TCP plates are stress concentrators that could initiate
cracks. Their plate morphology provides good paths for fracture
(2). These phases also remove elements from the matrix around,
weakening the alloy in this region and permitting easier fracture.
The result of the presence of TCP phases in superalloys is a
reduction in strength and ductility and a lower stress rupture
ductility. The documentedTCPphases include o (sigma), Laves, X
(chi), p (mu), G and R phases (62). The o and Laves phases are the
most frequently observed of these (48,63,64,65).
The o phase has a stoichiometry that can range from A7B to
AB7. In most cases o has a composition of AB, where A is Cr or Mo
and B is Ni, Fe or Co (48,62). The o phase can be prevented by
decreasing the A1, Ti, Mo, Cr and Co in the alloy. Each of these
elementscontributesto o formation. Increasingthe Ni contentwill
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decreasethe tendencyfor these elements to form a by dilutingthem
and keepingthem in solution (15,17,67,68).The Laves phase has an
A2B stoichiometrywith a structurebased on Zr2Mg. Here A can
be Fe, Co or Ni and B is Ti, Cb or Ta (Figures5 and 6). In some of
the early generationsuperalloysand high temperaturestainless 6
steels Laveswas a primarystrengtheningphase. In more recent
superalloys,the eliminationof Laves is preferred. The Laves phase
in Ni-Fe-basesuperalloys(Fe2Cb, Fe2Ti) is promotedby increased
Cb and Ti. The presenceof Si and Mn also increasethe precipitation
of Laves (58,60,61,69,70).Si and Mn decreasethe solubilityof Cb
and perhapsTi in superalloys,makingmore Cb or Ti availablefor
Laves formation. This phase is more prevalentin superalloysthat
were not properlysolutionheat treatedor homogenizedafter casting.
The Laves phase can be preventedthroughthe reductionof Cb, Ti, Si
and Mn or by increasingthe Ni content (58,61). This increasedNi
providesa greateroppurtunityfor y" precipitationrather than Laves
formation. The remainingTCP phases are foundmuch less frequently
in Ni- and Ni-Fe-basesuperalloys. TCP phaseswill nucleateat high
energy sites such as grain boundaries. Many of the elements
necessaryfor the formationof these phasesoccur in abundanceat
grain boundaries. Only small differencesexist betweenthe
structuresof a and Mz3C6 and it has been shown that a nucleates
from M23C6 at grain boundaries(71). In these carbidesM is Cr,
Mo, W and Fe.
The greaterthe processingdeformationof an a11oy the greater
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the strainenergy in the alloy. There is greaterprecipitationat
largerdeformation. The dislocationstructureof a deformedalloy
make precipitationmore favorable. The precipitatedphases include
strengtheningphasesand deleteriousphases. It has been demonstra-
ted that the a phase (FeCr)will precipitateat dislocationsand
twin boundaries. The precipitationof a is thereforeenhancedby
deformation(17,67,68,71,72).
ProcessinBof Superalloys
Superalloysare used as castingsand in variouswroughtforms.
Cast superalloyshave a higherNi contentto stablizethe austenitic
matrix. Cast superalloys,whetherpolycrystalline,directionally
solidifiedor singlecrystals,are used in the highesttemperature
applications. The highesttemperaturealloys are directionally
solidified(DS)or singlecrystals. The DS alloys reducethe effect
of grain boundarycreep by eliminatingtransversegrain boundaries.
Singlecrystalsuperalloyseliminateall grain boundaries. Other
creep mechanismswill dominatein these two cases, but they are
activatedat higher temperaturesand/or stresses. The resultis
superalloysthat are significantlymore creep resistantthan
polycrystallinecast or wroughtsuperalloys.
The additionof Fe to Ni-basesuperalloysreducesthe maximum
use temperaturebut makes thermomechanicalprocessingmore feasible
(2,55). The wroughtsuperalloysare useful in fabricatingparts for
intermediatetemperatureuse. Thermomechanicalprocessingcan take
a varietyof forms. Superalloysare forged,extruded,rolledto
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sheetsor bars, machined,welded,etc. at temperaturesrangingfrom
room temperaturesto well above the solvustemperatureof all phases
(54). This presentsan obviouschallengefor microstructural
control. Methodsexist to controlgrain and microstructurein
wrought superalloysduring processing. These methodsrely on the
presenceof grain boundaryphases to preventgrain growthand
recoveryduring the processing. Pinninggrain boundarieshelps
retainthe strainenergy developedin the alloy. This strainenergy
can enhancethe precipitationof y' and _" phases. Precipitation
reactionsin superalloysare enhancedby increasedstrainenergy of
the alloy. Greaterdeformationimpartsgreaterstrain energy into
the material. Upon heat treatmentthe strainenergy is a mechanical
contributionto the activationenergy for precipitation. Greater
deformationprocessescontributemore energy to precipitation. This
also means that precipitationof the overagedphase is more likely
(52,73). The strain energy is in the form of plasticdeformationof
" the grains. This generatesa large number of dislocationsand
twins. These are favorablesites for y" precipitation.
The wroughtsuperalloysthat rely on a grain boundaryphase to
controlstructureand grain size are catagorizedby the controlling
phase. These categoresare (2,51,74,75): (1) FCC-Ni3AI_Y'
control,(2) HCP-Ni3Ti_n controlor (3) Orthorhombic- Ni3Cb-6
control. In the first case the y' precipitatethat strengthensthe
Ni-basealloy is also the stable phase. Processingrequiresthat
the materialbe heatedjust into the y' precipitationregion during
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deformation. The y' precipitateat the grain boundariesprevents
recoveryor grain growth. The HCP-n phase controlsthe structurein
Ni-Fe-basealloyswhere Ti additionsresult in y' strengtheningand
n is the overagedphase. These alloys are processedat temperatures
just above the y' solvusbut below the n solvus. The n phase
precipitatesat grain boundaries,providinggrain control. Holding
at the temperaturewould promoten growth,perhapsout of the grain
boundaries. In Ni-Fe-basealloys containingsufficientCb to promote
y" precipitation,an analogousprocedureis used. These superalloys
are processedat temperaturesabove the y" and y' solvusbut below
the _ solvus (76). The stable 6 phase precipitatesat grain bound-
aries duringprocessing,preservingthe grain structure. The n or 6
precipitationis useful in moderationbecauseit is a ductilephase,
improvingthe stressruptureductilityof the material. At tempera-
tures above the n and 6 solvustemperaturesthere is evidencethat
MC and M6C carbidescan preventgrain boundarymotion (53). The
MC carbidesprecipitateduringsolidificationand cannot be
completelydissolvedduringprocessing.
The temperaturesduring processingare a criticalparameterin
Ni-Fe-basesuperalloys(51,77,78). If the temperatureis too low
significanty' or y" precipitationcan occur. This would harden the
alloy and make deformationprocessingmore difficult. At tempera-
tures that are too high, the overaged,structurecontrollingphases
may grow, decreasingthe potentialstrengthof the alloy. In the
extremecase, at temperaturesabove the n or _ solvus,considerable
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recovery,recrystallizationand grain growth can occur. The larger
grain size and reducedstrainenergy in the wroughtmaterialreduces
the potentialstrengthand ductilitybecauseof a lack of n or 6 at
the grain boundariesof the alloy. At higherdeformationtempera-
tures,greaterdeformationis requiredto obtain a uniformgrain
b
structure(79). The recrystallizationthat occurs at these
temperaturesmust be preventedby greaterdeformation. Large defor-
mation at low temperaturescan resultin some softeningof the
material (80). Duringthe large deformationsome mechanicalenergy
is convertedto heat, resultingin adiabaticheatingof the alloy.
This can soften the structureas a resultof 6 precipitationor a
loss of continuumat grain boundaries.
InconelAlloy 718 - PhysicalMetallurgy
As mentionedpreviously,the superalloyof concernin this
investigationis InconelAlloy 718. This Ni-Fe-basesuperalloyhas
a nominalcompositionof:
Ni F_ee Cr Co A1 Ti Cb C* Si* Mn* P* S*
wt % bal. 19.5 18.6 -- 0.55 0.90 5.30 0.04 0.35 0.15 0.15 0.15
at % bal. 19.8 20.4 -- 1.14 1.08 3.25 0.190 0.68 0.17 0.29 0.29
(* maximum)
The alloy containssufficientCb to promotethe precipitationof the
BCT y" strengtheningphase. It is a wroughtalloy that has been in
use since the early 1960's. The maximumuse temperatureof the
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alloy is 650°C (1200°F). The proper Ni contentfor a
Ni-21Cr-balanceFe alloy was determinedby Eiselstein(37,38). From
similarcompositionscontainingCb, Ti and Al Eiselsteindetermined
that 53 wt.% Ni providedthe peak solutionand age strength
(Figure7). Eiselsteinand Boesch& Canadadeterminedthe proper
amountsof hardeningelements (Cb+Ta,Ti, Al) to optimizethe
strengthof a Ni-21Cr-19Febase alloy. Eiselsteinfound that above
6.5 wt.% Cb the ductilityof the alloy began to rapidlydecrease.
Boesch & Canadaconfirmedthis; above 6.0 wt.% Cb the reductionin
area becameconstant (Figure8).
At a Cb level of 4 wt.% Eiselsteindeterminedthat the properties
of a 53Ni-21Cr-19Fe-basealloy were optimizedwith a 1.2 wt.%
(Al + Ti) addition(Figure9). The Al/Ti ratio was 1 in this case.
In the case of Cb and Ti + Al, the strengthof the alloy increased
with increasedhardenercontent. Above some level an incremental
soluteadditionwill have a decreasingeffect on strength. At
higherlevels,the alloy may begin to exhibitthe propertiesof a
brittlematerial.
The physicalmetallurgyof InconelAlloy 718 is very complex.
Besidesthe precipitationof y' and y", the overagedphase, 6, is
found. Grainboundaryprecipitationof 6 and M23C6 are reported.
MC and M6C carbidesare presentwithin grains (40). Some
undesireableand damagingphaseshave been reported,primarilya and
Laves (Figure10) (47,65,81,82).M3B2 boridesand M(CN)
carbonitridesare also possible. Small compositionalchanges in the
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alloy can shift the balance of these phases. The effect of the
elements contained in Alloy 718 are shownin Table II. Theeffect
of temperature on the phasesin Alloy 718 are shownin Table III.
Solution andA_e Alloy 718
Inconel Alloy 718 is used in two process conditions: (Z) in the
+
solution and age heat treated condition and (2) tn the direct age
heat treated condition. Solution and age heat treated Alloy 718 is
used in applications where creep resistance to 650°C (1200°F) is
required. The direct age or "Minigrain" alloy is used whenlower
temperature yield and tensile strength maximization are needed(83).
Both processesstart with cast Alloy 718, which is homogenizedat
1175°C (2150°F) for 24-48 hours (26,84). In the solution and
age alloys the material is rolled or otherwise thermomechanically
processedto the appropriate dimensionat a temperature high enough
to makeprocessing easy. The alloy is then solution heat treated at
1010°C (1850°F) for Z hours (Z,74). This temperature is above
the solvus temperature of all phasesand above the recrystallization
temperature of Alloy 718. After air cooling to roomtemperature,
the alloy is age heat treated at 730°C (1350°F) for 8 hours,
furnace cooled at 38°C (Z00°F) per hour to 620°C (1150°F)
and held for 8 hours, then air cooled (Figure 11). In the solution
andage heat treated condition, Alloy 718 is amongthe strongest
superalloys at roomtemperature (3). The use temperature of Alloy
718 is limited but somemodification of the structure through heat
treatment is possible to improve the temperature capability of the
alloy (85).
Z1
The heattreatmentvariationsforAlloy718are dependentupon
the application.Superiorstressruptureductilityand notchfatigue
resistanceareattainedby a solutionheattreatmentbelowthe 6
solvusand notabovetherecrystalllzatlontemperature(FigureIZ).
The _ phaseformsat grainboundariesinitially,providinga ductile
constituentat thesesites. Thereis an effectof grainsizeon
precipitation;largergrainAlloy718has coarser6 thana finer
grainedAlloy718 (16,77,86,87).Solutionheattreatingthe alloy
at temperaturesabovethe recrystallizationtemperaturewilldissolve
all the 6 phaseand increasethe grainsize. Afteragingthis
resultsin an alloywithgoodstrength,creepresistance,lower
ductilityand reducedductilityin notchedfatigue(1,2,86).The
largergrainAlloy718 haslowerstrengthand slightlygreater
ductilitythanthealloysolutionheattreatedat temperaturesbelow
the 6 solvus(53,61,86).The lossin ductilityat elevated
temperaturesresultsfromthe lackof grainboundary6 and the
presenceof carbidesat the grainboundary.
Theagingheattreatmentalsohasa markedeffecton the
propertiesof Alloy718. Theoptimumagingtemperatureprecipitates
a fineuniformy" throughouthealloy,avoidingtheoveragedphase
andcoarsenedy". At temperaturesjust highenoughto initiatey,m
precipitation,a nonunifomy" distributioncanoccur(92). A large
amountof y" occursneargrainboundariesand otherhighenergy
regions.An agingcyclethatis highenoughto causey" coarsening
and 6 precipitationwillbe weakerfroma lossof coherencystrains
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as a resultof y" area loss and Cb consumptionby 6. The best aging
heat treatmentwas describedpreviously. The cycle promotesuniform
y" precipitationat the higher initialtemperatureand precipitates
growth at the lower temperature,withoutfurthery" nucleation.
This two step age heat treatmentalso reducesthe risk of precipita
ting unwantedphases. The precipitationsequencein Alloy 718 is
not firmlyestablished. Some investigatorssuggestBCT y" is an
intermediatephase betweenFCC y' and Ortho. _ (91). The precipita-
tion sequencein this case would be:
FCC y' --_BCT y" --_Orthorhombic6
However,FCC y' can overageto form HCP n. This requiresan
additionalstep:
F_Cy' -->BCT y" --_Orthorhombic6
HCP n
Other work indicatesthat _' precipitatesfirst in Alloy 718 then
precipitates,independentfrom y' (6,40). The overagedphaseswould
l,
form separately,n from y' and 6 from y". It is indictedthat y
precipitateon y' particles. This "compact"morphologyhas not been
generallydocumentedand the overagingprocessis not clear (90).
The first investigatorsdeterminedthat the strengtheningphase in
Alloy 718 was Ni3Cb-y', implyingan FCC structure(7,38,39).
Later investigationsdeterminedthe strengtheningphase was BCT
(11,12,13,14).
The presenceof a tensileor compressivestress during aging
heat treatmenthas an effecton the y" morphologyand thermal
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stability(78). The applicationof an elastictensilestressduring
aging heat treatmentwill promotegrowthof the y" discs oriented
with their long axis in the directionof the stress. The presence
of a compressivestresswill promotegrowthof y" orientedwith
their long axis perpendicularto the stressaxis (78). The optimum
mechanicalpropertiesof Alloy 718 were developedwith a processing
scheduleinvolvingthe followingsteps (52,75,88): (1) solution
heat treatment;(2) predeformationage at at temperatureabove
705°C (1300°F)for 8 hours; (3) deformationprocessingand; (4)
final age at a temperaturebelow 705°C (1300OF)for 8 hours.
This schedulewas shown to providethe optimumstress rupture
propertiesand tensilestrength(51,73,77,89).The predeformation
age insuresa random y" distributionafter deformation. A reduction
in ductilityoccurs as the resultof the strainenergy impartedto
the alloy and the small grain size of the deformedmaterial.
DirectAge Alloy 718
The "Minigrain"processmentionedpreviouslytakes advantageof
the smallergrain size that resultsfrom the deformationprocessing
to developan alloy with very high yield and tensilestrength. The
specialprocessingof Alloy 718 takes advantageof the strain energy
in the alloy developedduring thermomechanicalprocessing(51). The
thermomechanicalprocessingcan take place in three distincttempera-
ture regimes. First,at or near room temperature,deformationwill
developa great deal of strainenergy. This will providethe alloy
with very high strength,but will also undergorecoveryat lower
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temperatures (73). Second, the warm working region is at tempera-
tures where al1 phases are dissolved and above the recovery tempera-
ture but below the recwstalltzation temperature (2,74,75,77).
Thermomechantcal processes are easier in this temperature region.
Third, above the recwstallization temperature the least difficult
processing occurs. There is considerable grain growth before and
during processing. The maximumuse temperature of the processed
alloy increases with increasing processing temperature.
These three processing temperature regions, in combination with
the solvus temperatures for the phases present in Alloy 718 and the
structure controlling phases described previously, make possible a
unique processing schedule to optimize tensile properties in this
alloy. This processing takes advantage of the strain energy in the
alloy during thermomechanical processing, y" precipitation and a
very small grain size to improve strength.
]n this processing schedule, the as-homogenized material is
forged to an intermediate size. It is then rehomogenized, upset
forged and reforged to a near net shape. It is then rehomogenized,
and the procedure continues until the proper grain structure is
developed. Each rehomogenization heat treatment is at 980-995°C
(1800-1825°F). This is at or above the a phase solvus and above
the x" x' and Laves phase solvus, but below the recrystallization
temperature. Forging temperatures are between 910 and 940°C
(1675-1725°F) (26). During the heat up, prior to the forging,
some a precipitation occurs mostly at grain boundaries. The a phase
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will help the grains retain their structure during the forging opera-
tions, not permitting any pancakingof grains. Rehomogenization
drives the 6 back into solution without initiating significant
recrystallization. The upset forging operation prevents grain elong-
ation and insures a uniform grain size. In this manner, a very small
(1-10 gm) "Minigrain" Alloy 718 can be obtained. After the desired
grain size is developedby the appropriate repetitions of the forming
cycle, the material is subjected to the 730°C (1350°F) for 8
hour, furnace cool at 38°C (100°F) per hour and the 620°C
(1150°F) for 8 hour aging heat treatment (83). Themostconspic-
uousdifference betweenthis processingtreatment and the solution
and age heat treated material is the lack of a true solution heat
treatment. This provides the Minigrain material with its alternative
name: Direct-ageAlloy718.
The verysmallgrainsizeof MinigrainAlloy718 limitsitsuse
temperatureto 540°C(1000°F).Thiscompareswiththemaximum
of 650°C(1200°F)for solutionandage Alloy718 (83). The
grainsizealsolimitsitsductility.Abovethistemperaturea
significantdropin tensilepropertiesoccurs. The constant6
precipitationand resolutioningmeansa higherinitialCb levelis
requiredin Minigrainprocessedalloysto promoteadequatey"
precipitationduringtheage cycle(26,92).MinigrainAlloy718 is
mostattractivein moderatetemperatureapplicationswheretensile
strengthis thecontrollingproperty(93). The greatestuse of this
formof thealloyis in fastenersthatundergolow-cycle-fatigue
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(LCF). The LCF life of a material is determinedlargelyby the
tensileand yield strengthof the material (93,94,95,96).
Deformationof Alloy 718
At low temperatures,the deformationof Alloy 718 is by planar
slip (4,23,87,96,97).This mechanismis typicalof FCC metals. The
interactionof the FCC matrix and the FCC precipitatewith different
composition,etc. resultsin two reactions(98). First, the precipi-
tates can be sheared (6). The first of a pair of dislocationspasses
throughthe particle. This decreasesthe stackingfault energy of
the particle(9). In order to restoreorder in the y" precipitate,
a seriesof dislocationsmust pass throughthe particlesbecausethe
BCT structureof the y" precipitatesmeans that only i/3 of the
potentialslip systemsare availableto restoreorder in the
particle. Second,subsequentdislocationsare unable to pass through
the faultedparticlesand must form dislocationloops around the
precipitates(43,89). These Orowanloops will coalesceand form
twinnedregions (10). Within the twins,the stackingfaultsresult
in particlesthat no longermaintainthe D022 structureof the y"
precipitates. Within these twinnedregions,and in slip planes,the
y" precipitatesare dissolutioned.
During tensilestrainingthe alloy will undergothe deformation
mechanismsdescribedabove. This has a strong influenceon the
mechanisminvolvedin LCF deformation(99). Deformationin LCF is
also by Orowan loop formation(43). The extentof damage is
controlledby the fatiguestrainamplitude. As the fatiguecycles
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continue,the deformationbands cause some work hardening,which, for
a given strain,increasesthe stress on the material. This results
in a peak stresson the alloy beforeplasticdeformationbegins. The
less the plasticdeformationin the tensileportionof the cycle,
the lower the peak stressand the more cycles requiredto reach the
peak stress. As the LCF progresses,deformationbands develop,
indicatingdissolutionof y" precipitates(43,96). The loss of
precipitatessoftensthe material,decreasingthe tensilestresson
the material. The greaterthe plasticdeformationcomponentof the
cycle, the greaterthe potentialsofteningbeyond the peak stress.
At elevatedtemperaturesthe hardening-softeningphenomenonis
not observedin LCF (43,8,95,96). In this case, the higheststress
is at the start of the test. Deformationbands are able to form
immediately,softeningthe alloy by y" dissolution. At higher
temperaturesthere is a greaterthermalcomponentof the activation
energy to dissolutionthe y" precipitatesand cause softening(100).
The higherthe temperature,at a given strainamplitude,the fewer
cycles requiredto producea peak hardness. The creep deformation
of wroughtAlloy 718 is by diffusionalcreep or grain boundary
sliding (80). Diffusionalcreep, or Nabarro-Herringcreep, requires
a net movementof atoms throughthe grains (101,102,103). It is
increasedby a small grain size, higherstress,higherlattice
diffusionand highertemperature(104,105). Grain boundarysliding
(Coblecreep) is enhancedby small grain size (to increasegrain
boundaryarea),wide grain boundaryregions(wherevacancydiffusion
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occurs),highergrain boundarydiffusionand higher temperature. A
greatergrain size sensitivityexists in Coble creep than in Nabarro-
Herringcreep. Coble creep occurs,for a given temperature,at a
lower stress. As a result,in wroughtalloyswith a smallergrain
size than most cast materials,Coble creep is the controllingcreep
mechanism. Coble creep occurs by a net flow of atoms away from the
grain boundariestransverseto the appliedstress (104). The
smallergrain sizematerialsoffer more grain boundarieswith this
orientation,furtherenhancingthis creep mechanism(Figure13).
To improvethe creep resistanceof wrought superalloys,grain
boundaryslidingmust be reducedor eliminated(106). Reductionin
the mass transferalong grain boundariesis possibleby phases
precipitatedat the grain boundaries. This precipitationis promoted
by variousheat treatmentand thermomechanicalprocesses. Creep
resistanceof Alloy 718 is improvedby a solutionheat treatment
that producesa large grain size with a continuouscarbidefilm at
grain boundaries. Large grains reducethe grain boundaryarea. The
carbide film reducesmass transferand vacancymotion along the
grain boundary. In Alloy 718 this film is composedof M23C6
and/orMC carbides (1,48). While reducingthe creep rate, the
carbidefilm reducesstress ruptureductility. The carbidesare
brittleand serve as stressconcentratorsas well as crack initiation
sites. Becausethe carbidesfracturein a low energymode, during
crack formationthe film providesa convenientcrack path. In an
effort to improvestress ruptureductility,some investigatorshave
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employed a two step age heat treatment (51,77,86). After a proper
solution heat treatment at somewhatlower temperatures than described
previously, the alloy is aged at a temperature intermediate between
the typical age temperature and the solution temperature. This, in
conjunction with the lower solution heat treatment temperature,
results in a smaller grain size and precipitation of the a phase at
grain boundaries. As noted previously, the smaller grain material
precipitates a finer 6 phase (16). The a phase inhibits atomic
motion at grain boundaries in the samemanner as the carbide film.
However, the a phase is more ductile than the carbide film. A
reduction in creeep resistance, and also a large increase in stress
rupture ductility, results from this treatment. Depending upon the
desired properties, the appropriate heat treatment can be selected.
Other investigators have determined that the use of B or Zr
additions to wrought superalloys improves creep resistance (8,49,54,
55,56,57). As discussed previously, B and Zr have been observed to
segregate to grain boundaries, occupying vacancy sites. The increase
in difficulty in atomic motion and the breakup of the carbide film
improved the stress-rupture life and ductility. Lastly, more recent
work has been conducted on making a powder metal form of Alloy 718.
This would offer the attraction of composition control to prevent
the formation of deleterious phases (55,99,107,108,109,110,111).
Purpose of the Investigation
Columbiumand three other elements, Cr, Co and Ta, have been
identified as metals that are vital to the aerospace industry.
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Over 90% of each of these materialsis imported (Figure14). This
situationled to wide swingingsuppliesand price fluctuationsthat
are potentiallyvery harmfulto the nationaldefenseindustry
(Figure14). As a resultof this situation,the NationalMaterials
and MineralsPolicy,Researchand DevelopmentAct of 1980, was
adopted. This act focusedattentionon the supply-pricevulnerabil-
ity of these strategicmetals. A programwas establishedby the
NationalAeronauticsSpace Administration(NASA)to investigate
three areas of the strategicmetals problem (112).
i) Understandingthe role of strategicmaterialsin Ni-base
superalloysin order to reduce their levelsthrough
substitutionof other, less "strategic"materials.
ii) Investigatematerialsprocessingconceptsto improvethe
propertiesof alloyswith reducedstrategicelement
content.
iii) Identifypotentialalternatematerialscontainingno
strategicelements.
This investigationwas undertakento addressthe first two
objectivesabove with respectto InconelAlloy 718. The objective
was to determinethe amount of Cb that could be removedand, with or
without substitutionelements,still maintainthe tensileand stress-
rupturepropertiesof the standardInconelAlloy 718.
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PROCEDURE
Alloy Composition
A seriesof alloyswere investigatedas substitutesfor Inconel
Alloy 718. The fourteenalloys studiedare listed in Table IV. The
first alloy correspondsto the compositionof the standardAlloy 718.
Alloy lb is also the standardalloy,but it contains0.04 wt% B.
Alloys 2a through2f have a nominal3.00 wt % Cb rather than the
standard5.30 wt.%. At this lower Cb level,additionsof W, W + V,
B and increasedMo were made to the alloys. Alloys3a through3d
contained1.10wt% Cb. Additionsof W, W + V and increasedMo were
also made to these alloys. It was anticipatedthat the substitutions
for the reducedCb levelswould allow these lower Cb alloysto
maintain the propectiesof standardAlloy 718. The effectsof all
of these elementson Alloy 718 are listed in Table If.
The additionsof W, V and Mo were selectedbecauseof their
proximityto Cb on the periodictable. Some evidenceexiststhat W,
V and Mo partitionto the strengtheningprecipitatesin superalloys
(50, 112). It is documentedthat W and Mo are potent solid solution
strengthenersand that V forms a stablecarbideof the MC type (I).
W and Mo also contributeto the formationof M23C6 and M6C
carbides (1). The B additionwas selectedto improvegrain boundary
strengthby eliminatingcarbidefilms in these areas. This element
also improvesthe room temperatureand stressruptureductility
(54,56,57,58,63,113).
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Alloys 4 and 5 contained Ti as a substitution for the reduced
Cb. Alloy4 contained3.49wt % Cb witha Ti additionof 1.10wt %.
Thiswas themaximumTI additionwithintheAlloy718 specification,
in contrastwitha typical0.87wt ) Ti addition.Alloy5 had3.89
_rt% Cb andTi additionof 1.27wt %. Itwas hopedthatthe
increasedTi wouldpromotethe formationof Ni3Ti-Y' to substitute
for the reducedNixCb-y"precipitation(114,115,116).
Processin)of Alloys
Thesealloyswerevacuumcastfroma set of seven30-poundsplit
heats. The additionsweremade in seperateladles. Addition
elementswere fromcommerciallypurematerials.Eachof the split
heatswas castintoa 15 poundcylindricalmold3 inchesin dlame_er.
The top of eachmoldhad a 2.25inchdiameterpouringcup that
collectedlow densityimpuritiesand providedsomefeedingto the
ingot. Aftercasting,thepouringcup andabout1.5 inchesof the
cylinderwerecut off. Thesecylinderswere thenhomogenizedat
1095 (2000°F)for 1.5 hours. The cylinderswererolledto plates.
Severalpassesweremadeon themill to squarethe sidesof the
cylinders.Thenpasseswith increasingreductionweremadeuntil
thebillethad beenrolledto a 0.5 inchthickplate. Aftereach
rollpass,the piecewas reheatedto remainsoftenoughto be rolled
withoutdifficulty.Whenrollingwas completed,the plateswere
transferredto a furnaceat 980°C(1800OF)for30 minutesand
aircooled.
Aftera reviewof previouswork,severalsolutionand age heat
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treatment cycles were selected for study on these alloys (38,39,45,
51,86,88,117). The heat treatments were based upon that used for
standard Alloy 718. The solution heat treatments, all of which were
for 2 hours, had temperatures ranging from 870 to 1095°C
(1600-2000°F). The age heat treatment cycles were at temperatures
ranging from 650 to 870°C (1200-1600°F), and for times ranging
from 5 to 100 hours. Table V lists the times and temperatures for
each solution and age heat treatment. The most favorable temperature
for y" precipitation in Alloy 718 has been shown to be about 705°C
(1300°F) (28,90,118). Higher age temperatures were included to
examine the effect of overaging on the phases and structure of the
modifiedalloys. Solutionheat treatmenttemperatureswere varied
to examinetheir effecton homogenization,grain size, and solvus
temperaturesin the lower Cb alloys. All heat treatmentswere
conductedin air. Samplesof the alloys,approximately0.5 inch
cubes,were cut from the bar stock. Temperatureswere monitoredby
Chromel-Alumelthermocouples. All alloyswere air cooled from the
solutionheat treatmentand age heat treatmenttemperatures.
Furtherthermomechanicalprocessingwas appliedto some of the
alloys to improvetheiryield and tensilestrength. The as rolled
alloyswere reheatedto 955°C (1750°F)and held for 30 minutes.
The pieceswere then rolled in two passes to 0.25 inchesthick.
These plateswere then aged directly. The directage heat treatment
was intendedto retain a small grain material. No solutionheat
treatmentwas employedto producegrain growth. A series of age
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heat treatmentswere examinedto determinethe the optimumtime and
temperaturewith respectto mechanicalproperties. All age cycles
involvedtwo steps. The upper temperatureage cycles includedtemp-
eraturesbetween6750 (1200°F)and 760°C (1400°F)for 5 to 40 hours. •
These specimenswere then furnacecooled to temperaturesbetween
675°C (1200°F)and 595°C (1100°F)and held for 5 to 40 hours.
The differencesin the processingschedulesof the Alloys and the
effectson structureand propertiesare listed in Table VI.
Evaluationof Alloys
Microstructuralanalyseswas performedwith ScanningElectron
Microscopy(SEM). The structuresexaminedrequiredresolution
greaterthan that possiblewith opticalmicroscopy. A JEOL-35CFSEM
was used for all microstructureanalysis. Specimenswere polished
with standardgrindingand polishingprocedures. Two etchantswere
primarilyused: solutionof 92 vol. % HCI, 5 vol. % H2S04 and 3
vol.% HNO3 for generalmicrostructuralexamination;and an
electroetchof 10 vol.% HCI in Methanolwith a currentdensityof
10-15 mA/cm2 was used to examinethe finer precipitatesin the
alloys (82).
Phaseswere identifiedby powderdiffractionof extracted
phases. Two proceduceswere used to extractdifferentphases.
Carbides,borides,o, Laves and other TCP phaseswere extractedin a
solutionof 10 vol.% HCI in Methanolwith a currentdensityof
20-100mA/cm2 (119,120). The y', y" and 6 phaseswere removedby
a 10 vol.%HCl in water with 10g of Tartaricacid with a current
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densityof 20-100mA/cm2. After the specimenswere groundand
rough polished,they were cleanedand rinsedwith Methanol.
Specimenswere suspendedin the electrolyticsolutionby a Chromel
wire spot welded to the piece. The cathodewas an encirclingfoil
of Ta. The currentwas appliedfor 15 minutesto clean the specimen,
the specimenwas weighedand replacedinto fresh electrolyte. The
extractioncurrentwas appliedfor 2.5 to 4.0 hours dependingon the
alloy and the type of extraction. After the extractionwas complete,
the specimenwas ultrasonicallycleanedin a similarsolution,dried
and reweighed. A semi-quantitativemeasureof the phasescould be
made based upon the weight differencesbeforeand after extraction.
The extractedphaseswere filteredout of the electrolyteand air
dried. X-ray diffraction,using a Cu sourcewith a 1.54 A wavelength
was used to generatediffractiontraces. Phase identificationwas
by comparisonwith ASTM DiffractionIndexcards, resultsof ASTM E-4
Committeedata, and literaturevalues. (13,47,90,119,120,121).
Initialevaluationof the solutionand age and the directage
alloyswas performedby Rockwell"C" hardnesstests. It has been
shown that a good correlationexistsbetweenthe Rc hardnessand
yield strengthof polycrystallinemetals. Alloys that were
consideredto be potentialsubstitutesfor Alloy 718 were tested
further. The room temperaturemechanicalpropertieswere determined
on a Baldwinor an InstronTensilemachine. During tests on the
Baldwinmachine, stress-straincurveswere determinedfrom data
gatheredin two ways. When possible,a diametralstraingage and
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load cell were used. A plot of the load vs diameterchangewas made
on an X-Y plotter. With other specimens,a dial diametralstrain
gage was used and load-diameterchangeswere plottedby hand to
determineyield strength. From these measurements,stress-strain
curveswere determined. On the Instronmachine, the load-extension
curveswere determinedby a load cell and monitoringcrosshead
motion.
Elevatedtemperaturetensilepropertieswere measuredusing a
tube furnacesurroundingthe specimenwhile in the Instronor
Baldwinmachine. Thermocoupleswere placed in contactwith the
specimenand temperatureswere held within_ 1.5°C (3°F) of the
desiredtemperature. Stress rupturetests were conductedon BLW
lever type creep machines. Temperatureswere maintainedby resis-
tance heatingtube furnacessurroundingthe specimen. Temperatures
were monitoredby two thermocouplesattachedto the specimenand
held to within 1.5° (3°F) of the desiredtemperature. Tests
were conductedat stressesto producefracturein about 100 and 50
hours in the standardAlloy 718. These stressesthen appliedto the
modifiedalloys at the same temperatures. The time to fracturewas
then measured. Table VII indicatesthe tests, temperatures,and
stressesfor the tests on the alloys. Tensiletests were conducted
at room temperature(25°Cor 77°F),540, 595 and 650°C (1000,
1100, 1200°F). Stress rupturetests were conductedat the same
elevatedtemperatures.
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RESULTS
HeatTreatment- SolutionandAge Alloys
Alloy la, the standardInconelAlloy 718, was processedto
determinethe optimumsolutionand age heat treatmentcycle. The
criteriaused to establishthe propersolutiontemperaturewere:
completedissolutionof x' y", , 6 and any TCP phases that had been
presentduringcastingor rolling;uniformdistributionof y' and x"
after aging; a uniformgrain structureof the appropriatesize and;
grain boundariescontaininga minimalamount of precipitates. Each
solutionheat treatedalloy was aged at 705°C (1300°F)for 100
hours. Figures15 through18 show the effect of the solutiontemper-
ature on segregationin alloy la. At solutiontemperaturesbelow
1040°C (1900°F)substantialsegregation,non uniformx" precipita-
tion, significant_ precipitation,and a duplex grain structureoccurs.
At 1040°C (1900°F)and above, segregationis not presentand a
uniformprecipitatedistributionis obtained. Some grain growthat
1040°C (1900°F),and substantiallymore at the higher temperatures,
was observed. These structuresindicatethat the completesolution
temperaturefor Alloy 718 is between980 and 1040°C (1800and
1900°F). The structuresindicatethat the recrystallizationtempera-
ture in the standardalloy is also between980° and 1040°C (1800
and 1900°F). The solutiontemperaturefor _ is about 997°C
(1825°F). The recrystallizationtemperaturefor Alloy 718 is about
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1003°C (1835°F). Assumingthat the solutiontemperatureand
recrystallizationtemperaturechangewith composition,substantial
differencesin these temperaturescould exist betweenthe Cb-poorand
Cb-richregions. This behavioroccurred in modifiedAlloy 718 since
the solutionand recrystallizationtemperaturerises with increasedCb
contentas shown in Table VI. At 1040°C (1900°F),the grain size
is an acceptableASTM 4-7 (50-200_m). In combinationwith the above
evidenceit is indicatedthat a solutiontemperatureabove the standard
Alloy 718 solutiontemperaturewas appropriate. All alloy la and lb
solutionheat treatmentswere at i040°C (1900°F).
Alloy 2a, with lower Cb content,was similarlyaffectedby solution
heat treatmenttemperatures. Less segregatedmaterialoccurs in these
alloys. Since the only differencebetweenalloy 1 and 2 is a reduction
in Cb, this indicatesthatmany Cb-basedphases are forming. The
precipitatedistributionin alloy 2 is uniformat temperaturesabove
g80°C (1800°F). At or below this temperaturesome non uniform
precipitation,a slight precipitationof undesirablephasesand a
variablegrain structureoccurred. The solutionand recrystallization
temperatureswere lower in these lower Cb alloys, but, the decrease
was not substantial. The grain size for a 980°C (1800°F)solution
temperaturewas ASTM 4-7 (50-150_m). To insurehomogenizationand a
uniformgrain size and precipitatedistribution,alloy 2a was solution
heat treatedat 1040°C (1900°F).
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Alloy 3a contained 1.10 wt.%Cb. Somenonuniform precipitation
was noted at a 925°C (1700OF) solution temperature. At g80°C
(1800°F} no evidence of segregation of Cb or other elements existed
but only intermediate grain growth occurred between 925°C and
980°C. This indicated that the recrystallization temperature of the
I.I0 wt.% Cb alloys was near g80°C. Accordingly, alloys 3a through
3d were solution heat treated at 980°C (Table VIII}.
The effects of the additions of W, W + V and increased Mo on the
recrystallization temperature and the dissolve of y" ', y , a and the
TCP phaseswas negligible. Figures19 through22 show alloys 2a
through2f after a 1040°C (1900°F)solutionheat treatment. No
significantdifferencein the structuresof these alloysexistedafter
this solutiontreatment. Thiswas expectedsince the substitution
elementswere not strongcabide formersbut primarilysolid solution
strengtheners. These elements,while theymight have formedsome
undesirableTCP phases during thermomechanicaltreatments,were in
solutionduring the 1040°C (1900°F)heat treatment. Figure23
shows that this same situationoccurredfor alloys containing1.10wt.
% Cb. No structuralvariationexistedafter solutiontreatmentamong
alloys 3b through3d. The phasespresentin the Cb-richregionsof
the segregatedalloys did not increasein volumewhen other elements
were added. This indicatesthat the substitutionelementsdid not
participatein the precipitationof these phases.
Alloy 1 was also examinedfor the optimizationof the aging heat
treatmentcycle. The decisionon the best heat treatmentwas made
4O
based on: the size of the y' ", y phases and their relative
distribution; the presence of any carbides, borides or TCP phases; the
coarsening of y" or any other signs of overagtng, such as abundant n
precipitation and denuded regions around grain boundaries and the o
phase (Table IX). At low aging temperatures, after a complete solution
heat treatment, the nucleation of the metastable y" and y' phases
occurs. A small amount of growth occurs at low age temperatures. In
general, the metastable phases will precipitate at dislocation sites,
because: (1) the solute concentration is usually higher at
dislocations; (2) the shear deformation, needed to match the
precipitate structure, is present; (3) density differences at
dislocations can more easily accomodatea new phase density.
As the aging temperature is increased, the competition between the
nucleation of new sites and the growth of the phases that were present
increases. At higher temperatures the growth componentbecomesmore
dominant and the precipitates will grow faster and coarser. At
sufficiently high temperatures, the nucleation of stable phases will
occur. Specimensof alloy 1 solution heat treated at 1040°C
(1900°F) and aged at 650°C (1200°F) for 100 hours had structural
components that were difficult to distinguish. It was not possible to
resolve the y" or y' precipitates in this case. Later evidence will
support the hypothesis that the precipitates are too fine to have been
resolved In the SEM. The y" and y' precipitates were resolved after
aging at 705°C (1300°F) for 100 hours. The grain boundaries have
a continuous film of Ni3Cb-Y and/or a carbide precipitate. No
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denudedzone occurred around the grain boundaries. The _" precipitates
are distributed uniformly throughout the alloy. The y" particle size
was more uniform after the 100 hour age time than after the 50 hour
age. The doubling of the age time developed a more uniform
distribution and size. After aging at 760°C (1400°F) for 25, 50
or 100 hours, the y" precipitateswere significantlylarger than after
50 or 100 hours at 705°C (1300°F). The grain boundarieshad a
heavier,continuousNi3Cb-afilm. Some denudationexistedat the
regionadjacentto the grain boundaries. Some a grew out of the grain
boundariesand into the bulk of the grainsin both a cellularand
Widmenst_ttenmorphologyas shown in Figure17. Aging alloy 1 at
815°C (1500°F)for 10 or 25 hours producedan abundanceof 6
precipitation.Figure 17 shows a characteristicstructureafter this
heat treatment. Massiveregionsof cellular_ nucleatedat grain
boundariesand grew into the bulk of the grains. Some Widmenstatten6
was also present. Large areas surroundingthese cells, that do not
containany precipitates,exist becausethe Ni3Cb-ahas removedthe
Cb from the areas, preventingany y" precipitation.The y"
precipitateswere very coarsewith some regionsof little or no y"
precipitates. After aging alloy 1 at 870°C (1600°F)for 5 or 10
hours,massiveamountsof a phase and very little y" or y' were
precipitated. The _ phase had both the cellularand Widmenstatten
morphologiesand was surroundedby large denudedzones. The y"
particleswere not distributeduniformlyand were large. The grain
boundaryregionswere not well definedbecauseof the growthof the 6
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phase. Figures24 and 25 graphicallyillustratethe effectof solution
temperatureon the structureof alloys la, 2a and 3a.
The initialscreeningof alloy la to determinethe heat treatment
that optimizedits propertiesused Rockwell"C" hardnessmeasurements.
All specimenswere solutionheat treatedat 1040°C (1900°F). The
optimumhardnesswas obtainedwith the 650 and 705°C (1200and
1300°F)age heat treatments. The structuraland hardness
considerationsindicatedthat the 705°C (1300°F)was the optimum
age heat treatment. Thus, the comnpletesolution-and-ageheat
treatmentfor alloy 1 was: 1040°Csolutionfor 2 hours, air cool;
705°C age for 100 hours,air cool.
A similarseries of age heat treatmenttrialswas undertakenfor
alloys lb and 2(a-f)and 3(a-d). The microstructureof alloy lb was
similarto that of alloy la. The B additionhad no effect on the
aging characteristicsof the y" or 6 phases. At the lower age
temperatures,the B may have occupiedgrain boundarysites but this
effect was not detectable. At higher age temperatures,the B had no
significanteffecton the overagedphase precipitationat grain
boundariesor the growthof the phase into the grains. The Rc
hardnessof alloy lb was the same for alloy la. Since Rc hardness
indicatesthe relativeyield strength,it would be expectedthat alloy
Ib would have a similaryield strengthas alloy la. This was
apparentlydue to the B preventingan embrittlinggrain boundary
carbide.
The optimumstructurefor alloy 2a was the resultof the 705°C
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(1300°F)age heat treatmentalso. Thiswas expected,since alloys
la and 2a had similarsolutiontemperatures,the alloyswould behaves
similarlyto the same age heat treatment. The y" distributionin
alloy 2a was uniformand similarthroughoutthe alloy. Greater
precipitationof the y' phase occurredthan in alloy la. No y'
denudedzone was presentaround grain boundaries. The structuresof
alloys2b through2f were also optimizedby the 705°C (1300°F),
100 hour age. The characteristicstructuresof these alloysare shown
in Figures18 through22.
The hardnessof alloys 3a through3f also optimizedby the
I040°C (1900°F)2 hour solutionand 705°C (1300°F)/100 hour
age heat treatment. The highesthardnessof the reducedCb alloyswas
about Rclg. The variationin hardnessbetweenalloy 2a with no
substitutionsfor the Cb, and the alloyswith substitutionswas only
one hardnesspoint, indicatinglittleadditionalhardeningas the
result of W, W + V or Mo addition. These elementswere not
contributingto y" precipitation;only Cb, and Ti contributedto the
precipitation. As a result,nearlya 50% drop in hardnessoccurred
when the Cb contentof Alloy 718 was reducedfrom 5.30 wt.% to
3.00 wt.%. The structureof alloy 3a was difficultto analyze. The
grain structurewas similarto the higherCb alloysbut the grain
boundarieshad fewer precipitates,at a given age temperature,than
the higher Cb alloys. Little evidence existed of _" precipitation in
the alloy,but significanty' precipitationwas detected. The
structureof alloy 3a was optimizedby a 705°C (1300°F)age for
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100 hours after a 980°C (1800°F),2 hour solutionheat treatment.
The structuresof alloys 3b through3d were similarto that for alloy
2a. The structuresof these alloyswere also optimizedby a 705°C
(1300°F)age temperature. The hardnessof the alloys containing
1.10w_c.%Cb were consistently60% lower than the hardnessof the
standardAlloy 718. They were also 25% below the hardnessof the 3.00
wt.% Cb alloys. The W, W + V or Mo additiondid not contributeto an
increasein the hardnessof alloys3a through3d after aging at
705°C (1300°F)for 100 hours.
The heat treatmentof alloys 4 and 5 followedthe same seriesof
trials as for alloys 1 through3. The structuresthat satisfiedthe
criteriafor solutionand age alloys discussedpreviouslyresulted
from a solutionheat treatmentof 980°C (1800°F)for 2 hours and
an age heat treatmentof 705°C (1300°F)for 100 hours. The
structuresof alloys4 and 5 are shown in Figures26 and 27. The
grain sizewas similarto alloys I through3. The precipitate
distributionwas uniformthroughoutthe material. An increasein the
amountof MC carbidesoccurredwithin the grains in alloys 4 and 5.
These alloys had no grain boundarycarbidefilms or evidenceof any
other deleteriousphases (6, Laves).
HardnessScreenin_- Solutionand Age Alloys
A linearrelationshipbetweenthe Rc hardnessand the Cb content
of InconelAlloy 718 is shown in Figure28. The variationin hardness
was the resultof: (1) the solutionheat treatmenttemperature;(2)
the aging heat treatingtemperatureand; (3) the substitutionsand
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additions made to compensate for the reduced Cb levels. Even with
these parameters, a clear linear relationship between the hardness and
Cb content occurrs. A line along the top of the shaded region has the
equation:
Rc -- 5.22 (wt.% Cb) + 18.5
This is the best case hardness that could be obtained from Inconel
Alloy 718 and alloys with lower Cb contents. From the results of the
hardness test it was determined that, regardless of the added elements
and the heat treatment, the 1_10 wt.) Cb alloys would never have
sufficient strength to substitute for the standard Inconel Alloy 718.
Therefore, alloys 3a through 3d were excluded from further property
characterizations but they remained part of the structure
characterization.
The Rc hardness for alloys 4 and 5 were excluded from Figure 28.
A comparison of the hardness of these alloys with the other solution
and age heat treated alloys is shown in Figure 29. Increased Ti and
Cb has raised the hardness of these alloys above that of the other
alloys. An equation describing the dependenceof these alloys on Cb
was not determined because of the small range of data.
Tensile Properties - Solution and A_e Alloys
The room temperature tensile properties are shown in Table Xa and
b. These are the properties of the alloys given a 1040°C 2 hour
705°C 100 hour heat treatment. The yield and tensile strength of
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alloy la, the standardAlloy 718, was in agreementwith specified
values for the alloy. The additionof B to the standardalloy,alloy
lb, increasedthe yield and tensilestrengthand while the ductility
increased. The B occupiesvacancysites at grain boundaries
preventingthe precipitationof weaker phases,such as 6, and inhibits
the formationof embrittlingcontinuouscarbidefilms. Thus the B
additionstrengthensand improvesthe ductilityof InconelAlloy 718.
The yield and tensilestrengthsof the lower Cb alloyswere
consistentlyabout 15% lower and the ductilityhigherthan those for
the standardalloy. The additionof Mo to the 3.00 wt.% Cb alloy
increasedthe tensilestrengthslightly. The additionof B to these
alloysseemed to improveonly the yield strength,ductilityof the
alloy decreased. This is the oppositeof the anticipatedeffect on
ductility. Similar,but smaller,effectsresultedfrom coincident
additionsof Mo and B. The additionof W and W+V had very similar
effectson the tensileproperties. The yield and tensilestrengths
increasedabout 6 - 10% and the ductilitydecreasedcomparedto the
alloy with no substitutions. The effectof Cb on the room temperature
strengthof the alloys is shown in Figure 19. The room temperature
tensilepropertiesof the alloys containingincreasedTi were above
the expectedlevels for the Cb content (TableXb and Figure 30). The
substitutionof Ti for reducedCb improvedthe tensilestrengthover a
reducedCb alloy with standardTi levels. The ductilityof the higher
Ti alloyswas comparableto the standardsolutionand age Alloy 718.
The elevatedtemperaturetensilepropertiesof the solutionand
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age alloysare listed in Table XI and shown graphicallyin Figures31
and 32. The strengthof alloys la and lb decreasedrapidlyat
temperaturesabove 540°C (1000°F). The effectof B on the tensile
strengthdecreasedat elevatedtemperatures. The decreasein the
strengthof alloys4 and 5 was linear betweenroom temperatureand
650°C (1200°F). At room temperatureand 650°C (1200°F)alloys
la and 5 had similarstrength. At intermediatetemperatures,the
differenceinstrengthis large. The responseof alloy 4 was the same
as alloy 5. The displacementof alloy 4 to a lower strengthwas the
resultof lower Cb + Ti content. The alloys containingpredominantly
Cb soften rapidlyat temperaturesabove 540°C (1000°F). The
alloyscontainingCb and significantTi do not soften as rapidlyat
temperaturesup to 650°C (1200°F). The Ti additionimprovedthe
elevatedtemperaturestrengthof these alloys. Alloys 2a through2f
and 3a through3d were testedat room temperatureand 650°C
(1200°F). At 650°C, these alloys exhibiteda strength21-28%
lower than at room temperature.
The elevatedtemperatureductilityof alloys la and lb decreased
to a minimumbetweenroom temperatureand 540°C (lO00°F). Above
540°C, ductilityincreasesto a level comparableto that at room
temperature. The ductilityof these alloyswas more strongly
influencedby temperaturethan was the strength. At 540°C the
tens_lestrengthwas 6-8% lower than at room temperaturewh_le the
ductilitywas 50% lower. At all temperaturesthe alloy containingB
was more ductilethan the standarda11oy. The lower Cb a11oys
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containingB, 2b and 2d, were less ductilethan alloy 2a at room
temperatureand more ductileat 650°C (1200°F).
Stress RuptureProperties- Solutionand Age Alloys
The stress-rupturetest resultsare shown in Tables XIIa and b.
The test temperaturesused were: 540, 595 and 650°C (1000,1100 and
1200°F). Two stress levelswere testedat each temperataureto
yield lives of 50 and 100 hours. Test specimensof alloys la and b
were availableonly for testingat one temperature. Testingof alloys
la and b was conductedat 595°C (1100°F)at both stress levels.
Estimateswere made of the stress-rupturelife of these alloys at 540
and 650°C (1000and 1200°F). The stressesselectedat 540 and
650°C were below the yield strengthof alloy la by a factor
proportionalto the test stressesat 595°C and literaturevalues.
At 540°C, the strengthof alloy la was superiorto alloys 4 and 5.
The selectedstressat this temperaturewas above the yield strength
of both alloy 4 and 5. At temperaturesabove 540°C, the yield
strengthof alloy la decreasedsharply. The stress-ruptureproperties
of the alloy also decreased. Alloy 4 sustainedthe same stressas
alloy la for a similartime. This alloy had only 3.49wt.% Cb, and an
additionof 1.10 wt.% Ti. Alloy 5 had a life at the same stressof
over 400 hours,more than 4 times the life of the standardalloy. The
standardalloy with an additionof B had a life over 400 hours. The
standardalloy withstooda stresscalculatedto result in a 50 hour
life at 595°C for about 20 hours. Alloy 4 had a similarlife.
Alloys lb and 5 maintainedthe stress for 7 times longer. At higher
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temperaturesthe stress rupturestrengthof A11oy 718 decreases
rapidly. At 650°C (1200°F)the approximatestress sustainedby
alloy la for 100 hours was appliedto alloy 4 for 75 hours and alloy 5
for 175.5 hours. The stress to cause failurein alloy la after 50
hours resultedin fracturein alloy 4 after a similartime, 33 hours.
Alloy 5 fracturedafter twice the time. It was expectedthat alloy lb
would have a life, at each stress,less than that for alloy 5,
because,at 650°C the strengthof alloy lb was much less than at
595°C and a large decreasein stressrupturepropertieswas expected.
Heat Treatment- DirectABe Alloys
The room temperaturetensiletest resultsindicatedthat the lower
Cb alloyswould not be adequatesubstitutesfor solution-and-ageheat
treatedInconelAlloy 718. The strengthdependenceon Cb was too
great for solid solutionstrengthenersto recoverthe loss in
propertiesat lower Cb levels. The effect of solid solutionelements
is more pronouncedin applicationswhere strainenergyand deformation
processingare importantstrengtheningcomponents. In these
applications,the yield and tensilestrengthof the materialare the
primaryconsiderations. The creep resistanceof the materialis of
less significance.
The specificationfor the mechanicalpropertiesrequiredof this
high strengthalloy,as shown in Table XIII, includesan age heat
treatmentscheduleto be followedto obtain the appropriate
properties. The direct-ageheat treatmentis performedon the warm-
or hot-rolledpieces. The scheduleis: 730°C (1350°F)for 8
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hours, furnacecool at 38°C (lO0°F)per hour to 620°C (1150°F)
and hold for 8 hours at 620°C (1150°F). Figure32 shows an
exampleof this "Minigrain"or direct-ageAlloy 718. The grain size
is about 10 _m and meets the specifiedhardnessfor the minigrain
material.
The alloys studiedin the investigationwere processedat
temperaturesbelow the 6 solvus. During the processing,the 6 phase
pinnedgrain boundariesand retaineda small grain size. There was a
significantamount of segregationin these alloys. After heat
treating,the structuresof the alloyswere similarto the as received
material,with considerablesegregation. Regionswith high Cb
concentrationshad very small grains,due to the _ precipitationat
grain boundaries. Becauseof the lack of complete _ precipitationat
grain boundaries,the grain size in areas low in Cb was considerably
larger. The lower Cb alloy structureshad less segregationpresent
since Cb was primarilyresponsiblefor the segregationseen in alloy
la. The 1.10wt.% Cb alloys had virtuallyno segregationafter the
rollingprocess. In both the 3.00 and 1.10 wt.% Cb alloys,it was
difficultto resolvethe precipitatesin the alloy. Furtheraging
beyond the specifiedtime coarsenedthe y" and y' precipitatesto
permit resolution.
HardnessScreenin_- DirectA_e Alloys
The Rockwell"C" hardnesstest resultsfor these direct-agealloys
are shown in Figure34. A decreasein hardnesswas noted with a lower
Cb content. Plottingthese hardnesseswith those for the solutionand
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age specimensindicatesless of a dependenceon Cb contentin the
direct-agecondition. The equationdescribingthe maximumattainable
hardnessin the direct-agealloys is:
Rc = 2.63 (wt.% Cb) + 34.5
Thus, not only is the directage hardnessvs Cb curve displacedupward
from the solutionand age curve,but the slope of the curve is less.
This indicatesa lower dependenceof hardnessor strengthon the Cb
contentin the directage conditionthan in the solutionand age
condition. It was clear from this hardnessdata that alloys 3a
through3d would not attain the propertiesof the standardAlloy 718.
Thereforethese alloys were not consideredfurtherfor applicationsas
directage substitutealloys. Based upon this data, it also appeared
that the lower (3.00wt.%) Cb alloyscould substitutefor Alloy 718 in
directage applicationsif the alloyswere reprocessedand further
strainenergywere impartedto the material. This would also reduce
the grain size of the alloys. Accordingly,these alloyswere
reprocessedby warm rollingat 967°C (1775°F). The resulting
structuresof these alloys are shown in Figures35 through38.
ReprocessedAlloys
These structuresillustratethat the properprocessingschedule
was not maintained. The structureof alloy la, before aging, shows
abundanty" precipitation. No grain size increaseoccurred,indicating
no recrystallization.After aging,the structureof alloy la was
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similarto that before aging. The majorityof the precipitationthat
was possiblehad alreadyoccurred. The structureof the reprocessed
and directage alloy lb was very similarto that of la. The B
additionhad no effecton the structureof the base alloy. The 3.00
wt.% Cb alloys exhibiteda similarstructurebeforeand after the age
heat treatment(Figures39 through42). The Rc hardnessof these
rerolledand directlyaged alloysas a functionof Cb contentis shown
in Figure34. When comparedwith the originaldirect age alloy, it is
noted that a significantincreasein Rc hardnessoccurred. The
slope of the line describingthis curve is:
Rc : 2.55 (wt._ Cb) + 37.5
The hardnesscurve was displacedby the reprocessingand the slope of
the line decreased,indicatinga greaterhardnesssensitivityto the
Cb contend.
TensileProperties- Direct ABe Allo_s
The room temperaturetensilepropertiesof the originaldirectage
and reprocesseddirectage alloys are shown in Tables XIV and XV. The
reprocessingof alloys la, b, 2a, b, e, f increasedthe yield strength
of each alloy,but had no effecton the room temperaturetensile
strength. The ductilityof each of the alloys decreasedto a level
below the specificationfor Minigrainor directage material (Table
XIII). The elevatedtemperaturetensilepropertiesof the directage
alloysare shown in Table XVI and Figures43 and 44. In general,the
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effect of temperatureon each of the alloyswas the same. Between
room temperatureand about 540°C (1000°F)there was a 10-15%
decreasein tensilestrength. A decreasein tensileductility
occurredover this temperaturerange. The tensilestrengthof each
alloy decreasedan additional9-15% between595°C and 650°C
(1100-1200°F).Figure43 indicatesthis acceleratedweakeningat
the higher temperatures. The tensileductilityof the alloys remained
constantor increasedslightlybetween595 and 650°C (1100-1200°F).
The reprocessedalloyswith lower Cb were slightlystrongerthan
the originaldirectage alloys,at 650°C (1200°F)as shown in
Table XVII. The ductilityof the reprocessedalloys is about 50-70%
of the originaldirect age alloysat this temperature. This is
consistentwith the room temperatureductility,where only the base
alloyshad an increasein ductilityafter reprocessing. Figure44
indicatesthe effectof Cb on room and elevatedtemperaturetensile
strengthof alloy la and 2a. The originaldirect age alloys and the
reprocessedalloys showedan identicalresponseto temperature. In
both cases the tensilestrengthincreasedslightlybecauseof the
presenceof W and W + V. At intermediatetemperatures,the
reprocessedalloyscontainingW + V had tensilestrengthsthatwere
significantlygreaterthan the unalloyedmaterial. At 650°C
(1200°F),however,the strengthin the alloys containingW or W + V
decreasedbelow the unalloyedmaterial. Apparentlythe effectof
these elementsoccurredmostly at elevatedtemperatures,but their
effect is negatedat temperaturesat or above 650°C (1200°F).
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The reprocessed,directage standardalloy that containedB (lb),was
strongerthan the standardalloy at room temperatureand elevated
temperatures. The effectof B was more pronouncedat room temperature
and 650°C (1200°F)than at the intermediatetemperatures. The B
additionto the reprocessedalloys with lower Cb helped the alloy
retainsignificantductilityat room temperature. The effect of B on
the room and elevatedtemperaturestrengthof the lower Cb alloy was
insignificant.
The differencesin strengthbetweenthe reprocessed,directage
alloy containingW and W + V were varied. At room temperatureand at
650°C (1200°F),the differenceswere insignificant. At 540°C
and 595°C (1000,1100°F)the W + V containingalloy was stronger
than the W containingalloy. Differencesin ductilitywere consistant
with expectedresults,higherstrengthmaterialshad lower ductility.
X-ray Diffractionof ExtractedPhases
Table XVIII throughXXIII lists the resultsof X-ray diffraction
studieson extractedphases. The phase identityand lattice
parametersare listed. The as-rolledmaterialcontainedcarbides,
Laves phase,and, in some cases, borides. The carbidesextractedwere
all MC type,where M is Cb or Ti. The latticeparameterof the MC
carbides decreasedas the Cb level decreased. Qualitativechemical
analysisindicatedthat the Ti:Cb ratio in these carbides increased
with largeramountsof TiC as the Cb decreased. Since Ti has a
smalleratomic size, the MC carbidelatticeparameterdecreases. The
relativeamountof Cb availablefor carbide formationmay be reduced
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from the formationof the Fe2Nb _ Laves phase and the y', y" phases.
Thus, at lower Cb, the influenceof TiC on the measuredlattice
parameteris more dominant. Quantitativemeasures of the amountsof
TiC and NbC were not made. The additionof W . V to the lower Cb
alloysdecreasedthe latticeparameterof the MC carbides. Since the
W alone producedno effect and has a smalleratomi_ volumethan V or
Cb, the W was probablynot involvedin the carbideformation. The W
was probablyin the y structureas a solid solutionstrengthener.
In the as-rolledcondition,some Laves phase formationwas
detected. It occurredin alloyswith high Cb, and low Cb alloyswith
W added and W + V added. Some Laves was detectedin the lower Cb
alloyscontainingincreasedMo and B additions. Significant
segregationwas presentin the as-rolledalloys and these phases
occurredin the Cb rich regions. Thus it would be improperto
describepreciselythe effect of Cb contenton Laves formationin the
alloys in this condition. The presenceof W and B may have reduced
the mobilityof the elementsthat contributeto Laves formation. The
only boride formationoccurredin the alloyswith B additions. The
diffractiontrace was the resultof an M3B2 type boride. The M in
the phase was Mo, Fe and perhapsCb. Boridesform on solidification
of the molten alloy. They are typicallyredissolvedduring heat
treatment. No evidenceof the M23C6 or M6C carbideswas
obtainedeven in the high W alloys;and 6 or other TCP phase formation
was not observed.
The solutionand age alloyscontainedMC carbidesand Laves phase
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in every alloy. The MC solutiontemperatureis very near the melting
point of the alloy, so it was not surprisingthat this carbide
remainedin the structure. The MC carbideshad a latticeparameter
slightlygreaterthan those in the as-rolledalloys. The same
relativeeffectsof alloyingand Cb contentare seen in the solution
and age alloysas in the as-rolled. It is assumedthat the difference
in latticeparameteris from a shift in the diffractiontrace and not
due to any chemistrydifferences. The Laves phase was presentin all
of the alloys. Very little variationin the latticeparameterin the
extractionswas measured. In some cases the extractionindicatedthat
Laves existedbut in volumestoo small to measurethe lattice
parameter. The Laves phases had latticeparametersnear those in the
as-rolledalloys. The only boride detectedin the solutionand age
alloyswas in the standardalloy with a B addition. This was an
M3B2 type boridewith the same latticeparameteras in the
as-rolledalloy. The other borideswere apparentlycompletely
dissolvedduring solutionheat treatment.
X-ray diffractionanalysisresultsof the higherTi alloys are
also shown in TablesXIX and XX. The MC carbideshave lattice
parametersthat were smallerthan for the lower Ti (andlower Cb)
alloys. This indicatesa dominanceof Ti in the formationof the
carbidephase. With Cb increasedfrom 3.49 to 3.89 wt.% and higher
Ti, the MC carbidelatticeparameterincreased. The Cb contentof
alloy 4 was higher than in alloy 2a but the Ti contentwas also
increased. It appearsthat Ti is more likelyto form MC carbidesthan
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Cb. This has been describedby other investigations.No measureable
amountsof Laves or borideswere precipitatedin these alloys,either
before the solutionheat treatmentor after the age heat treatment.
The y", y phase extractionanalysiswas much more ambiguousthan the
secondaryphase precipitation.There is almostcompleteoverlapof
reflectedpeaks in y° FCC and y" BCT X-ray diffraction. Only one
plane of reflectiondifferenceexistedbetweenthe y'-FCCstructure
and the y"-BCTstructure. This reflection,on the (020) plane, is
weak. In order to distinguishthis peak in X-ray diffraction,the
particlesmust be very coarse. To obtain very coarse y" particles
requiresan age heat treatmentthat producesa significantamountof
overaged6-orthorhombicphase. The reflectionsfrom this phase also
interferewith the identificationof the y" phase. As a result,X-ray
peak measurementswere not used for relativevolumemeasurements. The
solutionand age alloysalso showedevidenceof y" precipitationalong
with y' precipitation. Not much extractedmaterialwas availableand
the precipitateswere fine causingsignificantpeak splittingand
making it impossibleto calculatethe latticeparametersof the y' and
II
y phases. Some evidenceof n precipitationwas observed.
Alloys (la,b, 2a, b, e, f) that were reprocessedretainedan MC
carbideprecipitate. The latticeparameterwas slightlydifferent
from the originalas-rolledcarbidelattice. The Laves phase may have
been dissolvedduring the rollingoperationas littleevidenceof it
was observedin the re-rolledmaterial. The only boride in evidence
was in the lower Cb alloy with B added. In the directage alloys,no
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changewas noted in the MC carbidesphase. Laves phase precipitation
occurredin all the low-Cballoys containingW and W + V. The lattice
parameterof the Laves phase did not change,where peaks were strong
enough to measurethe parameteraccurately. The la, b, 2a, b, e and f
I1
alloys,processedby the directaging-heat,had a relativelystrongy
peak. The y' latticeparameterdecreasedwith a decreasein the Cb
content. Since some substitutionfor Cb occurs into the y'-FCC
lattice,the absenceof Cb may have caused the latticeto shrink
somewhat. This may result in lower mismatchand more stable y' at
high temperature. The overaged 6-orthorhombicphase was not observed
in the direct-agealloys. This was not expectedsince the processing
of these alloyswas designedto promoteprecipitationat grain
boundaries. Again, interferancebetweeny" and 6 peaks probably
resultedin the apparentlack of 6. Photomicrographsconfirmthe
presenceof the phase in these alloys.
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DISCUSSION
This sectionwill explainthe factorsinfluencingthe structureof
InconelAlloy 718 and the effectsof chemistrymodificationon that
structure. The influenceof these structureson the mechanical
propertieswill then be discussed.
Stren_thenin9 of Alloy 718
The primarystrengtheningphase in InconelAlloy 718 is the
precipitatedBCT-y"with some FCC-y' precipitationpresent. The
predominantstrengtheningmechanismsin superalloyshave been described
previously. They are: coherencystrainsin y" strengthenedalloys
and orderingand anti phase boundaryformationin y' strengthened
materials(25,33,34,98).The y" coherencystrainsare the resultof
BCT (y") - FCC (y) latticemismatch (11,12,13,23,54,61,108).The
precipitatesin these alloys are interfacedwith the matrix in the
orientation:
I oolli ool;
The mismatch resultsin a very high strengthmaterialat intermediate
temperatures(belowO.4TM) and down to cryogenictemperatures.
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Strainsare 2.5-2.8%in the "c" directionand 0.2-0.28%in the "a"
direction. Coherencystrainsalso accountfor the slow precipitation
rate and low volume fraction(0.2) of y" in Alloy 718. At elevated
temperaturesa strongertendencyexists for y" particlesto coarsen,
reducingthe coherencystrainsand reducingthe alloy strength.
A determinationof the mismatchbetweenthe precipitateand the
matrix can be made with the followingequation(6,27,36):
aoy, - aoyMismatch= 6 =
a
Y
I!
or, more precisely,taking into accountthe disc shape of the y
precipitate:
(aoy,,- aoy) + (Coy!,- aoy) aoy" + Coy,,- 2aoy
BOy BOy
where aoy is the matrix latticeparameter,aoy,,is the precipitate
II
latticespacingin the "a" directionand Coy is the latticespacing
in the "c'!direction. The strain that this mismatchproducesis
determinedby:
6 . 1 .
Strain = € = 1 + 2k + v(1-4k)
where v is Poisson'sratio and k is the ratio of the shearmodulusof
the latticeand the precipitate. Assuming_ = 1/3 and k = 1, then
€ = 2/3 6.
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Superalloysstrengthenedby FCC- y' precipitationhave lower
coherencystrainsand rely on other mechanismsto provideelevated
temperaturestrength. The lower coherencystrainsresult in a
precipitatethat is more resistantto overagingand is stableat
highertemperatures. The lower coherencystrainsalso result in a
much fasterprecipitationrate.
Modificationof Alloy 718 strengthenin9
The developmentof a superalloywith a Cb contentlower than
InconelAlloy 718 and comparablepropertiescan proceedalong several
paths. First,solid solutionstrengthenerscan be substitutedfor the
reducedprecipitationstrengthening. Second,the y" precipitatethat
remainscan be stablizedor strengthened. Third,an equal replacement
of y' for the reducedy" can be made throughthe additionof y' forming
elements. The last two optionsmust be carefullycontrolledto prevent
alteringthe precipitationcharacteristicsof the alloy. In the first
case, the contributionof matrix solid solutionstrengthenersto the
overallstrengthof a precipitationhardenedsuperalloyis less than
10_ The strengtheningeffectsare stableat elevatedtemperatures,
however,and may have a significantcontributionto strengthat these
temperatures. However,the initialcreep mechanismencounteredby
these materialsat high temperaturesis grain boundaryslidinga
mechanismnot influencedby those elements. The use of solid solution
elementswould also requirethe use of grain boundarystablizers. The
amountof these elementsrequiredcould lead to the formationof dele-
terious,unpredicted,phases such as carbides,boridesand TCP phases.
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The stablizationof the y" precipitates,the second option
mentionedabove,would requirethe reductionof the coherencystrains
betweenthe matrix and the precipitates. The distortionof the Ni-base
alloy matrix latticeby Fe and Cr is similarto the distortionof the
Ni-Fe-basealloy matrix by Mo and W. When Fe and Cr distortedthe
lattice,y" precipitationbecame possible (6). By a similarmechanism
Mo and W additionscould increasethe precipitationand stabilityof
y" in lower Cb alloys. This has been accomplishedin y' hardened
alloys throughadditionsof W and Mo (122). These are solid solution
elementsthat may cause enough deformationof the matrix latticeto
achievebettermatchingwith the precipitate. The most potent element
for alteringthe latticeis Cb (6). This elementwould thermodynami-
cally rather form y" or y precipitates. The reductionof coherency
strainsin modifiedAlloy 718 would make y" precipitationeasier by
reducingnucleationand growthbarriers. This may severelyalter the
precipitationcharacteristicsof the alloy, however,and result in an
alloy that could not substitutefor Alloy 718 in some applications.
Lastly,the substitutionof y' formingelementsfor the reducedy"
formingelementscould help the alloy maintain the propertiesof the
standardalloy. Again,care must be taken to avoid changingthe aging
characteristicsof the alloy. The logicalelementchoice for this
substitutionis Ti. This would promotethe Ni3Ti - y' precipitate.
The properTi additionmust be determinedby the ratio of the y' and
the y" formingelements. The y' producingelementsin Ni-Fe-base
superalloysare Ti and Al. Ti substitutionswere chosen over Al
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substitutionsbecauseof the strongertendencyto form y'. Al in
Ni-Fe-basesuperalloyspartitionsbetweeny' (Ni3(Ti,Al))and
environmentalprotection;with no Ni3Al formation. In Alloy 718,
anothertechniquehas been exploitedto increasethe y" precipitation
(36,87). BecauseCb is such a potentcarbideformer,the effectiveCb
contentof Alloy 718 is decreasedby the stoichiometricrequirementof
MC carbides. Table XXIV indicatesthe amount of Cb remaining,in the
alloys investigated,after the MC carbiderequirementhas been
satisfied. The Cb removedwould probablybe less than this amount
becauseother elements,especiallyTi and V, are also MC formers.
However,any Cb removalwould be reflectedin reducedy" precipitation.
The use of a low C Alloy 718 has been exploredas a method of reducing
Cb contentwhile maintainingthe precipitationcharacteristicsof the
standardalloy (83). The work that has been done in this area gave no
clear indicationof how the reducedMC carbidecontentwill affect the
thermomechanicalprocessingof the alloy. As mentionedpreviously,MC
carbidesprovidesome grain size controlduringprocessing,especially
at temperaturesabove the 6 solvus (Figure12).
Structures- Solutionand Age Alloys
The effect of each of these substitutionscould be seen in this
investigation. The alloys studiedhad a varietyof substitutionsfor
the reducedCb content. Additionsof Mo and W were made to the lower
Cb alloys (2e,c and 3b, c). These elementsprovidesome solid
solutionstrengthand there is evidencethat W may join the NixCb-y"
structure. These additionshad a largereffect on mechanical
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propertiesat elevatedtemperaturesthan at room temperature. This
would indicatesome solid solutionstrengtheningbut not enough to
recoverthe propertiesof the standardAlloy 718. The W and Mo could
have anothereffect,as mentionedpreviously. Solid solutionelements
expand or contractthe latticeof the matrix. This alters the mismatch
betweenthe precipitateand the matrix. Reductionof the coherency
strainsshouldstablizethe precipitatesat elevatedtemperatures,
providinga higheruse temperature. The precipitationcharacteristics
of the alloy would also change;precipitationof the y" would be
faster than in the base alloy. The presenceof relativelylarge atoms
in the matrix latticewill reducethe diffusionrate of elements
throughthe lattice. A slowerthe precipitationrate and inhibited
formationof the overagedphase result. Competitionresultsfrom the
effect of solid solutionelementsin alloys precipitatinga BCT phase
in an FCC matrix. The elementsmay speed precipitationby reducing
coherencystrainsor may slow it by reducingdiffusion. The solid
solutionelementswould, in both cases, stablizethe metastable
precipitate. The hardeningrates of the alloyscontainingW and Mo
are shown in the graph in Figure 45 and 46. The alloy with the W
additionshowed some apparentnucleationand growth of the hardening
precipitatein a shortertime than the lower Cb alloyswith no
additions(2a). At longer times, however,the hardnessof the alloys
is the same. The Mo additiondid not change the precipitationrate in
the lower Cb alloys (2c,3b). It was not possibleto determinethe
morphologyof the precipitates(sphericaly' or disc y") at the
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shorterage times in these alloys. In the 1.10wt.% Cb alloys (3a-d)
the effect of the W and Mo additionswas similarto the 3.0 wt% Cb
alloys. These alloys (3b,c)attaineda peak hardnessearlierthan
alloy 3a. This effectwill be discussedlater.
The influenceof substitutingTi for the reducedCb was also
examined. Literaturedata indicateda definiteeffect of the
Ti+Al/cbratio on the precipitatestructure(114,115,116).Scanning
ElectronMicroscopestudiesindicatea change in the predominantphase
precipitatingin alloys1,2 and 3. Figures47 through49 indicate
that y" is the primaryprecipitatein alloy 1 (the standardalloy). A
mixtureof y" and y' is apparentin alloy 2 (with3.00 wt.% Cb). The
y' phase is dominantin alloy 3 (1.10wt.% Cb). Figure 50 is a plot
of the (Ti+Al)contentof alloysof this study and from the literature
normalizedby the Cb contentand the Cb content,with the type of
dominantprecipitation(115,117,123).Definitey" and y' regions,
definedby the Ti, Al and Cb levelsexist. Figure 51, with fewer data
points,indicatesthe effect of Ti and Cb on the overagedphase. In
this case Al is not of concernbecauseonly Ti forms the overaged
Ni3Ti-nphase. Again, definiteregionsof y and n precipitationare
present. The effect of the particularoveragedphase on propertiesis
not known, but, to insureconsistencythroughout,it was decidedto
retainan overagedphase with a 6 or 6 + n structure. Examinationof
the SEM micrographsand X-ray diffractiondata indicatethat, in
alloys 1 and 2, the overagedphase is 6. In the micrographsof alloy
2, Figure47, a zone around the grain boundarythat is denudedof y"
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precipitatesoccurs. No y' (sphericalparticle)denudedzone is
present,indicatingthat only Cb is removedfrom the bulk grain to
form the grain boundaryprecipitates(125). This observationand the
existenceof the y phase in the X-ray diffractiontrace indicatea
dominanceof this phase over the n phase. The _ phase was not
detectedin alloy 3 (by X-ray diffraction)and theprecipitatewas not
found in the microstructure. The graph in Figure 51 indicatesthat
the overagedphase shouldbe n. Qualitativechemicalanalysisby EDAX
indicatesthis could be the case since a greateramount of Ti occurs
in the grain boundaryprecipitatesof alloy 3 than the other alloys.
Table XXV lists the elementsresponsiblefor precipitationin
alloys 1, 2 and 3. The ratiosof Ti+Al and Ti to Cb and their effects
on the metastableand stablephases,respectively,are also shown.
From these ratios and the graphs in Figure50, it was possibleto
determineTi and Cb levels to substitutey' for the decreasedy"
precipitatewhile stillmaintaininga slow precipitationreaction.
PrecipitationSequence
The hardeningrate of alloy 2a was similarto that of the standard
Alloy 718 (Figure52). The ratio of (Ti+Al)to Cb in alloy 2a could
be toleratedwhile still maintaingthe slow precipitation. It was
necessaryto also increasethe Cb contentover that of alloy 2. As a
resultof this analysis,two alloyswere developed. The increasedTi
and Cb were maintainedin a ratio to promotey" + y' precipitation.
The y' precipitatewas anticipatedto be a smallerpart of the room
temperaturestrength,but, becauseof the superiorelevatedtemperature
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stabilityof y', it should be a largercontributorto high temperature
properties. Microstructuralanalysison alloys 4 and 5 confirmedthe
effect of the Ti+Al/cbratio on the precipitatemorphology.
Figures53, 26 and 27 shows the structureof alloys 4 and 5 after
solutionand age heat treatment. The precipitatesare a combination
of discs and sphericalparticles(y" and y'). The volume fraction
(y"+ y') was less than the lower Cb alloys. Thismay have been caused
by a higherthan expectedC content. The nominalC contentwas within
specifiedlevelsbut, locally,the level may have been higher. The
hardeningrates of alloys 4 and 5 were comparableto that for alloy 2
(Figure54). This would indicatea similarprecipitationsequence.
SEM photomicrographsof alloys la, 2a, 3a, 4a and 5 after solution
heat treatmentand aging for 10, 100 and 1600minutes show the
precipitationcharacteristicsof these alloys. Some y' precipitation
in alloys la, 3a and 13a was apparentafter 100 minutesat 695°C
(1300°F). After 10 minutesat this temperature,a small increasein
Rc hardnesstook place but no observedprecipitationoccurredin any
of the alloys. The precipitateswere probablytoo small to be
resolved. After 1600minutesat the aging temperaturemore complete
microstructureswere developed. Alloy la had a structuresimilarto
the alloy aged 100 hours (6000minutes)at this temperature. Some n
precipitationat the grain boundarieswas noted. Alloy 3a had a y' +
y" precipitateafter 1600minutes. Alloy 3a had littleoverall
precipitation,but accordingto the hardeningrate curve, it had
reachedits full hardness. The precipitatesmay have been too fine to
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be seen, only being resolvedafter 100 hours (Figure30). Alloys 4
and 5 had substantialy' + y" precipitationafter 1600 minutesof
aging at 695°C (1300°F).
These structuresconfirmthe relativeprecipitationrates of the
y' and y" phases. The y' phase precipitatesfirst,becauseof the
lower barriersto nucleationand growth,and then y" precipitates.
The y" providesthe more significantcontributionto strength. The
hardeningrate curve indicatesthat a differencein the precipitation
sequencein alloys 4 and 5 may exist. Alloy 4 appearsto reach a
higherhardnessthan alloy 5 in 100 minutes. After 6000 minutes,
however,alloy 5 exhibitsthe greaterhardnessand strength(Figure
54). The y' phasemay precipitatefaster in alloy 3 as a resultof
the lower absoluteCb content,increasingits initialhardness. The
contributionof Cb to the longerterm hardnessand strengthis less in
alloy 4 than alloy 5. Accordingly,after longer aging times,alloy 5
is strongerthan alloy 4. X-ray diffractionanalysiscould confirm
this. However,differencesbetweenthe y' and y" phasescannot be
readilydeterminedin X-ray diffraction. Literatureinformation,
however,confirmsthis type of sequentialprecipitationand relative
contributionto strengthening(114,115,116).
TensileProperties- Solutionand ABe Alloys
The room temperaturetensilepropertiesof alloys la, 2a and 3a
indicatethe strongdependenceof Alloy 718 on Cb content. The
relationshipis the same as for the hardness. The beneficialeffect
of B on the tensilepropertiesis also evident. Additionsof Ti to
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the reducedCb alloysimprovedthe strengthof the alloy to a level
above this linear relationship. The Ti promotesthe formationof y'
which may have contributedto the improvedstrength. The grain
boundarystrengthof the alloys is also important. Alloy la contained
y and carbideprecipitationat grain boundaries. These phaseswould
be expectedto improvethe tensilepropertiesof alloy la at room
temperature. Alloy 5 did not exhibitthe same grain boundaryphases.
The lack of grain boundarystrengtheningphasesin alloy 5 indicate
that the improvedstrengthof the alloy is the result of y' precipita-
tion strengthening. The alloy did retainthe ductilityof alloy la.
The decreasein strengthin alloy la at temperaturesabove 540°C
(lO00°F)is the resultof two phenomena. First, y" strengthening
decreasedas the particlesbegan to coarsen. Second,grain boundary
regionsbecameweaker. Up to 540°C, the decreasein strengthis
gradualwhile the ductilitydecreasessubstantially. In this
temperaturerange,the coherencystrainsbetweenthe y" particlesand
the matrix increase. The grain boundaryregionsare still strongat
these temperatures. As a result,the decreasein strengthis small
while the materialbecomesless ductile. At temperaturesabove
540°C, grain boundarystrengthdecreasesrapidlyand the y"
particlesbegin to coarsen,acceleratingthe decreasein the coherency
straineffect. As the temperatureincreases,this coarsening
acceleratesand the grain boundariesare furtherweakened. Strength
decreasesmore rapidlyand ductilityincreasesat these temperatures.
The B additionimprovedthe strengthand ductilityof the standard
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alloy at all temperatures. The presenceof B at the grain boundaries
preventedthe formationof phases that would exhibitlow energy
fracture, stabilizingthese regionsat high temperaturesand allowing
the grain boundariesto retain their ductility. This resultsin a
stronger,more ductilealloy.
The strengthof the lower Cb alloyswas more affectedby solid
solutionelementsat elevatedtemperaturesthan at room temperatures.
The W and W + V additionsto the 3.0 wt.% Cb alloyswere twice as
effectiveat increasingstrengthat elevatedtemperaturesthan at room
temperatures. The room and elevatedtemperaturestrengthof the low
Cb alloyswere not affectedby Mo additions. B also had a more
significanteffect at elevatedtemperatures. Coincidentadditionsof
Mo and B were less effectiveat elevatedtemperaturethan at room
temperature. Interactionsbetweenthe Mo and B are unlikelybecause
of the relativelylow temperaturesinvolved. At elevatedtemperatures
the solid solutionelementsprovidea more significantcomponentof
the overallstrengthof the alloysthan at room temperaturebecause
the contributionof y" precipitationot overallstrengthis less in
alloys with reducedCb contents. The effect of y" is also reduced
somewhatat temperaturesover 595°C (1100°F)so the solid solution
elementshave a more pronouncedeffectat these temperatures.
The tensilestrengthof the high Ti alloys did not exhibitthe
rapid decreasein strengthat temperaturesover 540°C (lO00°F).
As describedabove, this is the resultof two phenomena. The y'
precipitatesprovidestrengtheningat temperaturesabove the limit of
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y strengthening. Grain boundarystrengthalso accountsfor a large
portionof the strengtheningof these of these alloys. The grain
boundaryregionsof the highestTi alloys did not containthe phases
that were evidentin the standardalloy. At intermediatetemperatures,
the y" strengtheningis significantand the grain boundariesof alloy
la were stable. As a result,at intermediatetemperatures,alloy la
was much strongerthan alloy 5. The strengtheningmechanismsin the
high Ti alloys is a combinationof y' and y" effects. At lower temper-
atures the coherencystraineffectsof y" probablydominate. At high
temperaturesthe anti-phase-boundaryand orderingeffectsof y'
dominate. The lack of a sharp drop in strengthat the highesttempera-
tures and a decreasein ductilityat these temperaturesis strong
evidencethat APB and orderingeffectswere dominatein the alloy.
StressRuptureProperties- Solutionand Age Alloys
The stressrupturepropertiesare also sensitiveto the type of
precipitateand grain boundarystrengthof the superalloy. The
superiorstress-rupturepropertiesof the high Ti alloy is a resultof
the dominanceof y' strengtheningand strongergrain boundaries. The
strongergrain boundariesin this alloy are a resultof less precipita-
tion of carbidesand 6 in these regions. At all temperaturesthe yield
strengthof the standardalloy is greaterthan that for the high Ti
alloy. However,at temperaturesabove 540°C (lO00°F),alloy 5 has
superior stressruptureproperties,indicatingreducedgrain boundary
creep in thisalloy. It would be inappropriteto separatethe effects
of grain boundarystrengthand y' strengtheningin the high Ti alloy.
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The additionof B to the standardalloy improvedits stress-rupture
properties. The B may have improvedthe grain boundaryductility,as
indicatedby the ductilityof alloy lb in Table X. The additiondid
not significantlyaffect the microstructureof the alloy, however,and
significantprecipitationoccurredat the grain boundaries. It is not
clear how the B additionsalteredthe propertiesof the alloy. The
increasedductilityof superalloyscontainingB does make further
alloyingpossible. Elementsthat improvestrengthbut reduceductility
could be added in conjunctionwith B. The new alloy would be stronger
and still retain the ductilityof the originalalloy. The formation
of undesirablephasesmay restrictthe additionsof hardeningelements.
AlloyinB and Structures- DirectABe Alloys
The alloys processedwith the direct age heat treatmentwere
consistentlystrongerand less ductilethan the solutionand age
alloys. This was the result of smallergrain size of the directage
alloys. The grain size is, in turn, dependentupon the temperatures
used during thermomechanicalprocessing. The micrographsin Figures
55 through57 indicatethat the properprocessingschedulewas not
followedduring the rerollingof alloys la, b and 2a, b, e, f. The
as-rerolledalloyscontaineda large amount of y" and a precipitations.
This indicatesthat propertemperatureswere not maintainedduring the
rolling. The directage processrequiresthat deformationoccur at
temperaturesabove the y" solvusand near, but not over, the 6 solvus,
within the "warm rolled"temperatureregion. In this case, the temper-
ature was not above the y" solvus. As a result,the y" precipitates
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were coarsewhile y was heavy and extendedbeyond the grain boundaries.
The rollingtemperaturewas probablyabove the peak y" precipitation
temperatureand near the temperaturethat maximizedthe y precipita-
tion. In the warm rollingtemperatureregime,a great deal of strain
energy is put into the material. Some of this is lost to the recovery
processesthat take place at these temperatures,while some strain
energy remainsin the material. This energy and the precipitationof
the strengtheningphases,contributeto the materialstrength. If the
deformationtemperatureis not into the warm rolled temperatureregion,
the precipitatingphase is not dissolved. At these lower temperatures,
the recoveryprocessesin the alloy are not activated. More strain
energy is put into the material.
The precipitationof y duringprocessingreducesthe Cb availablefor
y" precipitation.Aging these alloys after the rerollingproduced
only a small amount of additionaly" precipitation. The as-rerolled
hardnessof the alloys were similarto those for the aged alloys.
This indicatesthat the hardnessincreasewas the resultof the strain
energy input and not from the subsequentaging heat treatment(which
also was reducedas a resultof the large y precipitation.)
Processin9 Effects- Direct ABe Alloys
The rerollingof alloys la, b and 2a, b, e, f increasedtheir
yield strengthand decreasedthe ductility. The tensilestrengthof
these alloyswas not affected. This increasein flow stresswas the
resultof increasedstrainenergy input,while the lack of tensile
strengthimprovementindicatedthat the precipitationhardeninghas a
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greatereffect on tensilestrengththan strain energy. This was the
resultof the reducedy" precipitationin the directage rerolled
alloys over the originaldirectage alloys. More precisecontrolsand
proper temperatureselectionwould haveyielded the proper structure
for a directage alloy. The standardalloy (la,b)shouldbe thermo-
mechanicallyprocessedabove 980°C (1800°F)and below 1000°C
(1830°F). This would dissolvey" and still permit some y precipi-
tation. Some recoverywill have occurredbut no recrystallization
will develop. In alloys 2a, b, e, and f, the recrystallization
temperatureis similarto that for the standardalloy. These alloys
shouldbe processedalone at temperaturesaround980°C (1800°F).
Segregationin directage alloys has been avoidedin other investiga-
tions. Homogenizationof the standardalloy is possible,without
grain growth,at temperaturesbetween996°C (1825°F)and 1010°C
(1850°F). This will dissolvethe 6, y", TCP and boride phases in
the material. The alloys are held at these temperaturesfor 24 to 48
hours to insurehomogenization. Thus, several,carefullycontrolled
processingsteps are requiredto obtain the properdirect age
structure. These steps were describedpreviously;here the steps are
listedwith the temperaturerange these steps require,after melting,
castingand homogenization(26): (i) extrusion(or forging,rolling,
etc.) at 980-1000°C(1800-1820°F),(ii)upset forging, (iii)
homogenizationat 996-i010°C(1825-1850°F),repeat (i) through
(iii) until the desiredgrain size is developed. Once the proper
grain size is attained,the alloy is given the two step age heat
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treatment;730°C(1350°F)/8hours; furnacecool at 38°C (100°F)
per hour; hold at 620°C (1150°F)/8hours;air cool.
TensileProperties- DirectA_e Alloys
The directage alloyswere consistentlystrongerand less ductile
than the solutionand age alloys. The directage alloys in this study
were 12 to 15% strongerthan the correspondingsolutionand age alloy.
The ductilitieswere about 50% of the solutionand age alloys. The
reducedCb alloys,reprocessedand direct aged, were not as strongas
the standardAlloy 718. The decreasein room temperaturestrengthwas
comparableto that for the originaldirectage alloys and less than
that for the solutionand age alloys. The effect of B, W and W.V
additionswere, surprisingly,more pronouncedin the solutionand age
alloys. The similarityof tensilepropertiesfor the originaldirect
age and the reprocesseddirect age alloys indicatesthat the rolling
operationwas not successfulbecauseof the improperrolling
temperature. The effectof reducedCb in the solutionand age alloys
is to reduce y" precipitationand weaken the alloy. A similarresponse
is apparentin the directage alloys. The y" precipitateis a major
strengthenerin these alloys. The strainenergy impartedto the
materialdiaplacesthe entire curve to a higherbase strength;but the
dependenceon Cb is unaltered. StandardAlloy 718 was strengthenedby
the B addition,apparentlyby strengtheningthe grain boundries. No
correspondingdecreasein ductilityoccurredin alloy lb. At elevated
temperaturesthis alloy maintainedits superiorityin strengthand
ductility.
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The effect of temperatureon direct age alloys is similarfor the
two Cb levels. The 3.0 wt.% Cb alloyswere shifted10-15%below the
strengthof the standardalloy at elevatedtemperatures. The alloys
containingW and W+V were slightlystronger,at room temperature,than
the same alloy with no additions. The B additionto the lower Cb alloy
had no effecton strengthat any temperature. Apparentlythe B
providesno strengthto the grain boundariesof these lower Cb alloys.
It did not improvethe strengthof the originaldirect age alloy
either. An increasein ductilityin the alloy occurredboth in the
originaland reprocessedalloys as a resultof the B addition. The B
may preventcontinuouscarbide film formation,but, due to the
reprocessingconditions,weaker,denuded,grain boundariescould not
be avoided. At the highesttemperaturesthe lower Cb alloys had very
similarductility. At elevatedtemperatures,only the alloy with W+V
additionswas able to remain strongerthan the low Cb alloy with no
additions. The effectof the W additiondiminishedat temperaturesof
540°C (lO0°F). The expectedsolid solutioneffectsof W were not
evident. Based upon the similarhigh temperaturestrengthsof alloy
2a and 2e, the predominantstrengtheningmechanismin these alloys is
coherencystrainsbetweeny" and y. Solid solutionstrengthenersand
the presenceof y' precipitateshad no effecton strengthof the direct
age alloys. The lask of influenceby V or W+V togetherwas not clear.
Vanadiumis a strongMC carbide former. The formationof significantly
more carbidesmay have preventedthe recoveryprocessesor delayed them
to highertemperatures. The V may stabilizegrain boundarycarbides
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but this is unlikelybecauseof the presenceof the y phase at grain
boundariesin directage alloys.
As seen in the solutionand age alloys the tensileductilityof the
directage alloys decreasedat intermediateelevatedtemperatures. The
decreasein ductilitybetweenroom temperatureand 595°C (1100OF)
was the result of increasedcoherencystrainsbetweenthe precipitate
and the matrix. Competingagainstthe coherencystrainmechanismare
softeningmechanismsactivatedby the highertemperature. The result
could be a weaker less ductilealloy at intermediatetemperatures. At
the highesttest temperature,650°C (1200°F),the coherencystrains
have been overcomeby the grain boundaryweakeningand coarsening.
Coarseningreducesprecipitatesurfacearea and promotesthe formation
of non-coherentphasesor y. The result,as shown here and in other
studies,is a large decreasein tensilestrengthover a particular
temperaturerange. For all the alloys in this directage study, this
temperaturerange is between560°C (1050°F)and 650°C (1200°F).
At 650°C (1200°F),regardlessof alloyingadditions,the lower Cb
alloys had essentiallythe same strengthand ductility. This further
indicatesthat the predominantstrengtheningmechanismin directage
alloys is y" precipitationand the grain boundarystrength. Solid
solutioneffectsare negligiblein directage alloys at the maximum
servicetemperatures. Surprisingly,the softeningtemperatureof the
directage alleyswas the same as that for the solutionand age
alloys,560°C.
Segregatedregionsrich in Cb and some other elementsare also
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prone to the formationof deleteriousphases. The as-rolledand direct
age heat treatedalloys containedsignificantamountsof the Laves
phase as the resultof this segregation. Duringprocessing,a heat
treatmentto dissolvethese phasesis essential. The Laves phase
apparentfrom the X-ray diffractionanalysiswas much finer and more
dispersethroughoutthe microstructure. The severesegregationcould
also promotethe formationof carbidesthat do not normallyoccur in
more homogeneousalloys. The Mo + W contenthas been shown to have a
strongeffect on the carbidestructure. Accordingly,Mo + W content
may exceed the thresholdamount to change the carbideswhile the bulk
alloy would not (28,49,50). The effectof homogeneouscompositionon
the precipitatedphases is complex. Interactionsbetweenelementsand
phasescan cause ambiguousanalysis. This investigationattemptedto
avoid these interactionsso that resultscould be analyzedmore
precisely.
AlloyingEffectson Stoichiometryof Phases
Changesin the Ti + Al to Cb ratio affectsnot only the strengthen-
ing precipitates;it also influencesthe other phases in the alloy. As
the Ti/cb ratio increases,the MC carbidewill containgreater
proportionsof Ti (or,conversely,less Cb). As a result,the lattice
of the MC carbidewill change. Since the atomic volume of Ti is less
than that of Cb, a slight decreasein the latticeparameterof the MC
carbidesoccurs as the Ti/cb ratio increases. The latticeparameter
of pure CbC is greaterthan that of the extractedcarbide, indicating
!
a (Ti,Cb)C even in the standardalloy 718. The decreasein the y
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latticeparameterat lower Cb, observedin the direct age alloys,did
not take place in the solutionand age heat treatedalloys. The
latticeparameterdecreasemay have been the resultof two effects:
(1) the reducedCb contentfrom the significantprecipitationin the
direct age alloys,and (2) the short age times. First, Cb has been
shown to substituteinto the FCC - y' lattice (6,126). The lattice
parameterof the y' would increasein the presenceof Cb. The y
precipitationmay have reducedthe availableCb in the 3.0 wt.% Cb
alloys. Second,at longer aging times,as in the solutionand age
heat treatedalloys,the y' phase may rejectCb as it coarsens,
reducingthe strainson the y' latticeas it does so. This would
reduce the y' latticeparameterby reducingthe y' Cb content. The
combinationof these two effectsmay accountfor the differentlattice
parameterbehaviorof the direct age and solutionand age alloys.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the above results,the followingconclusionscan be made:
1. ReducedCb contentsin InconelAlloy 718 reducesthe precipita-
tion of the primarystrengtheningphase, y", and promotesformationof
y' precipitates,at the standardTi contents. The (Al+Ti)/Cbratio
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will indicatethe strengtheningphase that forms. The decreasedy
precipitationresultsin a decreasein tensilestrengthat room temper-
ature and 650°C (1200°F),with a linear relationshipbetweenCb
contentand tensileproperties. Additionsof solid solutionstrength-
ening elementsdo not recoverthese propertiesto the level of the
originalalloy. Increasedy' formingelements,in the presenceof
reducedCb, will recoversome of these propertiesat room temperature.
2. At temperaturesabove 540°C (lO00°F)Alloy 718 undergoesa
sharp decreasein tensilepropertiesas the result of y'*coarsening
and reducedgrain boundarystrength. In the presenceof increasedy'
formers,in a reducedCb alloy, the tensilepropertiesexhibita linear
responseto temperaturebetween25 and 650°C (77-1200°F)as the
result of y' stabilityand grain boundarystrength. An alloy contain-
ing 3.89 wt.% Cb and 1.27 wt.% Ti exhibitedstress-ruptureproperties
superiorto Alloy 718 at 595 and 650°C (1100,1200°F).
3. Directage alloys with reducedCb can substitutefor the
standardalloy in applicationswhere yield and tensilestrengthare
important. The deformationprocessingand direct age heat treatment
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must be tightlycontrolledto avoid undesirablestructures.
4. The additionof B to solutionand age heat treatedAlloy 718
produceda coincidentincreasedyield and tensilestrengthand an
increasein ductility. The stress-rupturelife of the standardalloy
was improvedgreatlyas a resultof the B addition. Additionsof B to
solutionand age alloyswith reducedCb, while not stronglyinfluencing
tensilestrength, could improvethe tensileand stress-rupture
propertiesof these alloysas well.
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TABLE I
NOMINALCOMPOSITIONSOF NICKEL-BASESUPERALLOYS
Alloy Nominalcomposition,wt%
Designation C Mn Si Cr Co Mo W Nb Ti A! B Zr Fe Others
Astroloy 0.06 - - 15.0 15.0 5.25 - - 3.5 4.4 0.03 - - -
IN-IO0 0.18 - - 10.0 15.0 3.0 - - 4.7 5.5 0.014 0.06 - 1.0 V
In-792 0.21 - - 12.7 9.0 2.0 3.9 - 4.2 3.2 0.02 0.10 - -
Inconel625 0.05 0.2 0.2 21.5 - 9.0 - 3.6 0.2 0.2 - - 2.5 -
Inconel706 0.03 0.2 0.2 16.0 - - - 2.9 1.8 0.2 - - 40 0.2 Cu
Inconel718 0.04 0.2 0.2 18.5 - 3.0 - 5.1 0.9 0.5 - - 18.5 0.2 Cu
InconelX-750 0.04 0.5 0.2 15.5 - - - 1.0 2.5 0.7 - - 7.0 0.2 Cu
Rene 41 0.09 - - 19.0 11.0 10.0 - - 3.1 1.5 0.010 - 1.0 -
Rene 77 0.15 - - 15.0 18.5 5.2 - - 3.5 4.25 0.05 - 1.0 -
Rene 80 0.17 - - 14.0 9.5 4.0 4.0 - 5.0 3.0 0.015 0.03 - -
Rene 95 0.15 - - 14.0 8.0 3.5 3.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 0.01 0.05 - -
Udimet630 0.04 0.2 0.2 17.0 1.0 3.1 3.0 6.0 1.1 0.6 0.005 - 17.5 -
Udimet700 0.07 - - 15.0 18.5 5.0 - - 3.5 4.4 0.025 - 0.5 -
Waspaloy 0.07 0.5 0.5 19.5 13.5 4.3 - - 3.0 1.4 0.006 0.09 2.0 0.03 S
O.10 Cu
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TABLE II
EFFECTOF THE ELEMENTSCONTAINEDIN THE ALLOYS OF THE STUDY
INCONELALLOY718
CONCENTRATION
ELEMENT (WT.) MAJOR EFFECT MINOR EFFECT
Ni 55 MATRIX & PRECIP.
Fe 19 MATRIX LAVES, ,M3B2
Cr 18 ENVIRONMENTAL y,y' HARDENER,
PROTECTION M23C6
C 0.10 MAX CARBIDEFORMER
Mo 3.00 y HARDENER M6C,M23C6,M3B2
Al 0.55 y' FORMER, y HARDENER
ENVIR.PROTEC.
Ti 0.87 y' FORMER MC, LAVES
Cb+Ta 5.10 - 5.60 y', y" FORMER MC, LAVES
Si 0.35 MAX PROMOTESLAVES
P 0.15 MAX PROMOTESCARBIDES
S 0.15 MAX SULFIDEFORMER
Mn 0.35 MAX PROMOTESLAVES
B 0.003 G.B. STRENGTHENER M3B2
W y, y' HARDENDER M6C
V y' HARDENER MC
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TABLE III
CRITICALTEMPERATURESIN THE PROCESSING
OF INCONEL718
TEMPERATURESoC (OF) EFFECTS
675-900 (1250-1650) y" PRECIPITATION
790-995(1450-1825) _ PRECIPITATION
1000 (1830) RECRYSTALLIZATION
TEMPERATURE
NON - STRENGTHENINGPHASES
760-995(1400-1825) M23C6 PRECIPITATION
870-1075(1600-2150) M6C PRECIPITATION
815-955(1500-1750) o PRECIPITATION
1095-I075(2000-2150) BORIDEPRECIPITATION
SOLIDIFICATION MC PRECIPITATION
1260 (2300)
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TABLE IV
COMPOSITIONOF ALLOYS IN THIS STUDY
Weight% Atomic%
Alloy Ti Cb Mo W V B Ti Cb Mo W V B
la 0.87 5.32 3.10 - - - 1.11 3.34 1.83 - - -
lb 0.87 5.30 3.10 - - 0.04 1.11 3.33 1.83 - - 0.212
2a 0.87 3.20 3.10 - - - 1.17 1.91 1.85 - - -
2b 0.87 3.20 3.10 - - 0.04 1.17 1.89 1.85 - - 0.213
2c 0.87 3.10 5.80 - - - 1.14 1.86 2.09 - - -
2d 0.87 3.10 5.80 - - 0.04 1.14 1.86 2.09 - - 0.212
2e 0.87 3.00 2.99 3.00 - - 1.12 1.84 1.82 1.82 - -
2f 0.87 3.00 3.00 3.00 0.9 - 1.11 1.83 1.81 1.81 1.03 -
3a 0.87 1.10 3.10 - - - 1.22 0.69 1.88 - - -
3b 0.87 1.10 5.80 - - - 1.20 0.67 2.14 - - -
3c 0.87 1.10 3.00 3.00 - - 1.20 0.66 1.85 1.83 - -
3d 0.87 1.10 3.00 3.00 0.9 - 1.19 0.65 1.84 1.83 - -
4 1.09 3.49 3.00 - - ° 1.32 3.08 1.81 - - -
5 1.27 3.89 3.00 - - - 1.54 3.13 1.81 - - -
ElementsCommon to AlI Alloys:
Ni + Co - Balance C - 0.04 max.
Fe - 19.0 Si - 0.35 max.
Cr - 18.0 S - 0.15 max.
Al - 0.55 P - 0.15 max.
Mn - 0.15 max.
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TABLE V
SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATMENTS
FOR THE ALLOYSOF THIS STUDY
SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATMENTS
SOLUTIONTEMPERATURESoC (OF;ALL FOR 2 hr.)
1095 (2000)
1040 (1900)
980 (1800)
930 (1700)
AGE TREATMENTS
TEMPERATUREoc (OF) TIME (hr.)
870 (1600) 5
10
815 (1500) i0
25
760 (1400) 25
50
100
705 (1300) 50
100
650 (1200) 100
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TABLE VI
PROCESSINGOF INCONELALLOY 718 FOR
OPTIMUMMECHANICALPROPERTIES
CAST ALLOY 718
SA - SOLUTIONAND AGE DA - DIRECTAGE
PROCEDURE PROCEDURE
1. HOMOGENIZE 1. HOMOGENIZE
2. HOT OR WARM ROLL 2. HOT, WARM OR
3. SOLUTION;QUENCH COLD ROLL
4. AGE 3. AGE
FEATURESOF MATERIALAFTER PROCESSING
LARGERGRAINS SMALLERGRAINS
(ASTM4-7) (ASTM 10-14)
HIGHERUSE TEMPERATURE LOWER USE TEMPERATURE
(TO 650oc (1200OF) (TO 540oc (IO00OF)
GREATERDUCTILITY LOWER DUCTILITY
(OVER 18/) (10-15/)
CREEP RESISTANCE VERY HIGH YIELD AND
AGE CYCLE CAN BE MODI- TENSILESTRENGTH
FIED TO THE APPLICATION
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TABLEVll
ALLOYS,CONDITIONSAND TESTSPLANNEDINTHISSTUDY
Stress-Rupture
TensileTests Tests
Alloy Condition* 25 540 595 650 540 595 650
_) SA "-)T T -X-- -'X- T T T
2 (a-f) SA X X
3(a-d) SA X X
4 SA X X X X X X X
5 SA X X X X X X X
l(a,b) DA X X X X X
2(a,b,e,f) DA X X X X X
* SA = Solutionand Age Heat Treatment
DA : DirectAge Heat Treatment
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TABLEVIII
EFFECTOF SOLUTIONTEMPERATUREON GRAINSIZEAND
SECONDARYPHASEPRECIPITATIONIN SOLUTION
AND AGE ALLOYSWITHDECREASINGCb CONTENT
Solution Grain Area
Alloy °C(OF)2hrs.* (_m2) BoundaryCond.
la (2000) 150000 spotty,light precip.
la 1040 (1900) 10000 light precip.
la 980 (1800) 6000 light,even precip.
la 940 (1700) 250** heavierprecip.(MC,y)
2a (2000) 6000 light precip.
2a 1040 (1900) 6000 light precip.
2a 980 (1800) 2000** heavierprecip.
2a 940 (1700) 300 heavierprecip.(MC,y)
3a (2000) 1500 medium precip.
3a 1040 (1900) 2400 medium precip.
3a 980 (1800) 1000 medium precip.
3a 940 (1700) 200 spotty,heavier
precip.
* Age = 705oc (1300OF)100 hour, AC
** (Duplex;segregation)
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TABLEIX
EFFECTOF AGE TEMPERATUREON DIMENSIONSOF y" AND
VOLUMEFRACTIONy' y" AND n IN SOLUTIONAND AGE ALLOYS
Solution= 1900OF2 hr. Volume% Aspect
Alloy Age TemperatureoC(OF) Y' Y" n ratio of y"
la 705 (1300) - 20-25 GB* 4.0
815 (1500) - 15 20-30 2.75
lb 705 - 20-25 GB 4.0
815 - 15 20-30 2.75
2a 705 20 10-15 GB 2.5
815 5 5-10 2.33
2b 705 20 10-15 GB 2.5
815 - 10 2.33
2c 705 20 10-15 GB 2.5
815 - 10 2.33
2d 705 20 10-15 GB 2.5
815 - 5-10 2.33
2e 705 20 10-15 GB 2.5
815 - 10 2.33
2f 705 20 10-15 GB 2.5
815 - 10 2.33
3a 705 15 - GB -
815 - -
3b 705 15 - GB -
815 - -
3c 705 15 - GB -
815 - -
3d 705 15 - GB -
815 - -
* GB = Grain BoundaryPrecip.
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TABLE X: a)
ROOMTEMPERATURET NSILE PROPERTIESOF
SOLUTIONANDAGEALLOYS*
Alloy YieldStrength TensileStrength % Elon_ation
(ksi) (MPa) (ksi) (MPa)
la 122.1 841.9 186.6 1286.6 16.5
Ib 135.7 935.6 198.6 1369.3 19.4
2a 77.1 531.6 158.3 I091.4 30.8
2b 97.3 670.9 167.8 I156.9 24.7
2c 77.1 531.6 159.6 ll00.4 36.5
2d 89.3 615.7 165.1 I138.4 28.8
2e 91.5 630.9 167.6 I155.6 30.0
2f 96.4 664.6 168.6 I162.5 27.7
3a 65.0 448.2 138.6 955.6 21.0
3b 75.5 520.6 139.6 962.5 20.5
3c 70.5 486.1 141.8 977.7 23.8
3d 75.0 517.1 140.5 968.7 21.9
* Solution= 1040°C (1900°F)2 hours,A.C.
Age = 705°C (1300°F)lO0 hours,A.C.
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TABLE X: b)
ROOM TEMPERATURETENSILEPROPERTIESOF
SUPPLEMENTALSOLUTIONAND AGE ALLOYS*
Alloy Yield Strength TensileStrength % ElonBation
(ksi) (MPa) (ksi) (MPa)
4 109.1 752.2 171.1 I179.7 25.0
5 126.1 869.4 179.9 1240.4 23.5
* Solution= 1040°C (1900°F)2 hours,A.C.
Age = 705°C (1300°F)lO0 hours,A.C.
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TABLE Xl
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE TENSILE PROPERTIES
OF THE SOLUTION AND AGE ALLOYS*
Test
Temperature Yield Tensile
Alloy °C(°F) Strength Strength % Elongation
(ksi) (MPa) (ksi) (MPa)
la 540 (i000) 143.7 990.8 175.1 1207.3 7.7
ib 540 157.6 1086.6 181.4 1250.7 9.8
4 540 106.4 733.6 143.6 990.1 24.0
5 540 120.8 832.9 153.7 1059.7 20.0
la 595 (ii00) 137.6 948.7 162.3 1190.0 10.7
ib 595 144.5 996.3 173.8 1198.3 12.4
4 595 105.6 728.1 141.7 977.0 21.5
5 595 119.7 825.3 151.6 1045.2 19.5
la 650 (1200) 121.4 837.0 152.8 1053.8 12.8
ib 650 126.7 873.6 158.5 1092.8 16.5
2a 650 83.8 577.8 118.3 815.7 20.0
2b 650 92.1 635.0 132.4 912.9 23.5
2c 650 82.8 570.9 128.6 886.7 26.5
2d 650 90.7 625.4 119.3 822.5 20.0
2e 650 92.1 635.0 131.7 908.3 25.5
2f 650 90.7 625.4 132.4 912.9 25.0
3a 650 64.4 444.0 i01.0 696.4 23.8
3b 650 65.9 454.4 110.5 761.9 18.9
3c 650 65.2 449.5 113.3 781.2 19.8
3d 650 63.3 436.4 110.5 761.8 23.8
4 650 104.1 717.7 137.1 945.3 16.0
5 650 117.6 810.8 148.3 1022.5 14.0
* Solution heat treatment: 1040oc (1900°F) for 2 hours; Air Cool
Age heat treatment: 705oc (1300°F) for 100 hours; Air Cool
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TABLE XII: a)
STRESSRUPTUREPROPERTIESFOR ALLOYS TESTEDj
i00 HOUR TESTS
Alloy Temperature Oc (OF) Stress Life (Hr.) % Elongatlon
(ksl) (MPa)
la 540 (i000) 127.0 875.6
ib 540 127.0
4 540 127.0
5 540 127,0
la 595 (ii00) 115.6 797.0 88.7 3.0
ib 595 115.6 400 *
4 595 115.6 87.5 5.0
5 595 115.6 430.8 4.0
la 650 (1200) 90.0 620.5 i00 4.0
ib 650 90.0 200 5.0
4 650 90.0 75 8.0
5 650 90.0 175.5 7.0
* Specimenremovedpriorto fracture
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TABLE XII: b)
STRESS-RUPTUREPROPERTIESFOR ALLOYS TESTED,
50 HOUR TESTS
Alloy Temperature°C (OF) Stress Life (Hr.) Elongation
(ksl) (MPa)
la 540 (i000) 130.0 896.3
ib 540 130.0
4 540 130.0
5 540 130.0
la 595 (ii00) 120.0 827.4 20.1 3.0
ib 595 120.0 164.8 3.5
4 595 120.0 60.1 4.8
5 595 120.0 147.9 3.6
la 650 (1200) 95.0 655.0 25* 5.0
ib 650 95.0 i00" 6.0
4 650 95.0 33.2 5.8
5 650 95.0 116.4 5.5
* Estimated
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TABLE XIII
GENERAL ELECTRIC SPECIFICATION FOR
THE MINIGRAIN INCONELALLOY 718 (83)
Forgings supplied in the following condition:
Heat treated:
720°C + 15° (1325°F + 25°) for 8 hours; furnace
cool a_38°C + 15° ([O0OF + 25o) per hour, to
620°C + 15° (l--150°F+ 25°)--and hold for 8 hours;
air co_l.
Hardness: BHN 363 to 477 or Rc 39 to 50
Tensile properties:
Room Temperature 650oc(1200OF)
(ksi) (MPa) (ksi) (MPa)
Tensile Strength 210 1447.9 170 1172.1
Yield Strength 185 1275.5 150 1034.2
Elongation 12 12
Reduction in Area 20 20
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TABLEXIV
ROOM TEMPERATURETENSILEPROPERTIESOF
THE ORIGINALDIRECTAGE ALLOYS*
Alloy Yield Strength TensileStrength % Elon_atlon
(ksi) (MPa) (ksi) (MPa)
la 197.7 1363.1 214.7 1480.3 4.7
ib 201.4 1388.6 217.1 1496.9 - 5.3
2a 164.3 1132.8 186.4 1285.2 15.3
2b 149.1 1028.0 186.4 1285.2 16.5
2c 156.0 1075.6 184.6 1272.8 16.5
2d 158.9 1095.6 184.4 1271.4 16.5
2e 158.0 1089.4 189.4 1305.9 15.3
2f 161.4 1112.8 189.4 1305.9 11.8
* Age heat treatment: 730oc (1350°F) for 8 hours; furnace cool
at 38°C (iO0°F) per hour to 620°C
(llSOOF) and hold 8 hours; air cool.
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TABLEXV
ROOM TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES OF DIRECT AGED ALLOYS*
Alloy Yield Strength Tensile Strength % Elon_ation
(ksi) (MPa) (ksi) (MPa)
la 205.0 1413.4 212.8 1467.2 8.0
ib 206.8 1425.8 221.6 1527.8 10.7
2a 165.5 1141.1 183.7 1266.6 9.5
2b 159.2 1097.6 182.0 1254.8 10.5
2e 171.9 1185.2 192.0 1323.8 8.0
2f 171.9 1185.2 191.8 1322.4 7.5
* Age heat treatment: 730°C (1350°F) for 8 hours; furnace cool
at 38oc (lO0OF) per hour to 620°C
(llSO°F) and hold 8 hours; air cool.
ii0
TABLE XVI
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE TENSILE PROPERTIES OF
DIRECT AGED ALLOYS*
Test
Temperature Tensile
Alloy °C(°F) Yield Strength Strength % Elongation
(ksi) (Mea) (ksi (MPa)
la 540 (i000) 178.7 1232.1 189.7 1307.9 5.6
ib 540 134.2 925.3 6.7
2a 540 155.2 1070.0 162.3 1119.0 4.7
2b 540 162.3 1119.0 6.7
2e 540 164.6 1134.9 6.7
2f 540 175.9 1212.8 4.6
la 595 (Ii00) 175.7 1211.4 183.4 1264.5 7.7
ib 595 187.8 1294.8 7.7
2a 595 150.7 1039.0 163.6 1128.0 5.6
2b 595 159.2 1097.6 7.7
2e 595 164.8 1136.3 6.7
2f 595 168.7 1163.1 7.7
la 650 (1200) 150.3 1036.3 159.2 1097.6 10.9
Ib 650 167.7 1156.3 9.0
2a 650 143.5 989.4 151.1 1041.8 7.7
2b 650 148.3 1022.5 7.7
2e 650 150.2 1035.6 7.7
2f 650 148.3 1022.5 7.7
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TABLE XVII
650°C (1200°F) TENSILE PROPERTIES OF
THE ORIGINAL DIRECT AGE ALLOYS*
Alloy Yield Strensth Tensile Strensth % Elonsation
(ksi) (MPa) (ksi) (MPa)
la 160.0 1103.2 164.3 1132.8 14.1
Ib 164.3 1132.8 172.8 1191.4 9.4
2a 138.1 952.2 149.3 1029.4 16.0
2b 132.6 914.2 145.2 i001.i 15.6
2c 131.7 908.0 140.5 968.7 14.1
2d 130.0 896.3 141.1 972.85 15.9
2e 134.8 929.4 146.5 1010.1 17.1
2f 135.4 933.6 145.2 1001.1 15.6
* Age heat treatment: 730°C (1350°F)for 8 hours; furnacecool
at 38°C (100°F)per hour to 620°C
(l150°F)and hold 8 hours;air cool.
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TABLEXVIII
X-RAYDIFFRACTIONRESULTSOF THE AS-ROLLEDALLOYS
Alloy MC (a; A) Laves (a, c; A) M3B2 (a,c;_)
la 4.424 4.75, 7.90 -
lb 4.422 - 5.80, 3.10
2a 4.415 - -
2b 4.420 4.80, 7.85 5.80, 3.10
2c 4.415 - -
2d 4.410 4.80, 7.85 5.70, 3.20
2e 4.417 4.75, 7.80 -
2f 4.410 4.80, 7.85 -
3a 4.404 - -
3b 4.395 - -
3c 4.395 4.80, 7.85 -
3d 4.390 4.80, 7.85 -
4 4.407 - -
5 4.410 - -
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TABLEXIX
X-RAY DIFFRACTION RESULTSFOR SOLUTIONAND
AGE ALLOYS - SECONDARYPHASES*
Alloy MC (a; A) Laves (a, c; A) M3B2 (a, c; _)
la 4.429 4.85, 7.90 -
lb 4.415 + 5.75, 3.10
2a 4.429 + _
2b 4.416 + _
2c 4.426 + _
2d 4.412 4.85, 7.90 -
2e 4.415 + _
2f 4.408 4.90, 8.05 -
3a 4.401 + _
3b 4.389 4.80, 7.85 -
3c 4.384 4.80, 7.85 -
3d 4.384 4.80, 7.85 -
4** 4.407 - _
5** 4.416 - -
* Solution= 1040oc (1900OF),2 hours,A.C.
Age = 705°C (1300OF),100 hours,A.C.
** Solution= 980oc (1800OF),2 hours,A.C.
Same Age as other alloys
+ Phase detected
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TABLEXX
X-RAY DIFFRACTIONRESULTSFORSOLUTIONAND
AGEALLOYS- STRENGTHENINGPHASES*
Alloy y' (a; A) y" n
la 3.583 + +
Ib 3.598 + +
2c 3.587 + +
2b 3.569 + +
2c 3.589 + +
2d - - -
2e 3.606 + +
2f 3.602 - +
3a 3.577 - -
3b 3.575 - -
3c 3.583 - -
3d 3.580 - -
4"* + +
5** . .
* Solution= 1040oc (1900OF),2 hours,A.C.
Age = 705oc (1300OF),100 hours,A.C.
** Solution= 980oc (1800OF),2 hours,A.C.
Same Age as other alloys
+ Phase detected
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TABLE XXI
X-RAY DIFFRACTIONRESULTSFOR THE ORIGINAL
DIRECTAGE ALLOYS - SECONDARYPHASES*
Alloy MC (a; A) Laves (a, c; A) M3B2 (a,c;A)
la 4.420 4.85, 7.90 -
lb 4.422 + +
2a 4.408 + -
2b 4.404 - +
2c
2d
2e 4.413 + -
2f 4.410 - -
3a 4.384 - -
3b
3c
3d 4.393 - -
* Age = 730oc(1350OF),8 hours,F.C. at 38oc (lO0OF)per hour
to 620oc (1150OF)and hold for 8 hours,A.C.
+ Phase detected
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TABLEXXII
X-RAY DIFFRACTIONRESULTSFOR THE DIRECTAGE ALLOYS
ALLOYSAFTER RE ROLLING- SECONDARYPHASES *
Alloy MC (a; A) Laves M3B2
la 4.418 + -
lb 4.422 + -
2a 4.406 - -
2b 4.404 - -
2e 4.413 - -
2f 4.407 - -
* Age = 730oc (1350OF),8 hours,F.C. at 38oc (lO0OF)per hour
to 620oc (1150OF)and hold for 8 hours,A.C.
+ Phase detected
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TABLE XXIII
X-RAY DIFFRACTIONRESULTSOF THE DIRECTAGE
ALLOYS - STRENGTHENINGPHASES*
Alloy y' (a;A) y'___'
la 3.629 strong
lb
2a 3.616 strong
2b
2c strong
2d
2e 3.595 strong
2f 3.587 strong
3a 3.568 -
3b
3c
3d 3.577 -
* Age = 730oc (1350OF),8 hours,F.C. at 38oc (lO0OF)per hour
to 620oc (1150OF)and hold for 8 hours,A.C.
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TABLEXXIV
EFFECTOF C ON THE Cb AVAILABLE
FOR y" PRECIPITATION
At.% Cb Available
Alloy At.%Cb At.%C 0.8C for y",n %aCb
la 3.33 0.197 0.158 3.17 4.8
lb 3.32 0.250 0.200 3.12 6.0
2a 2.06 0.190 0.152 1.91 7.3
2b 2.00 0.200 0.160 1.84 8.0
2c 1.96 0.196 0.157 1.80 8.2
2d 1.98 0.198 0.158 1.82 8.1
2e 1.92 0.198 0.158 1.76 8.3
2f 1.90 0.196 0.157 1.74 8.4
3a 0.720 0.152 0.122 0.600 16.7
3b 0.706 0.149 0.119 0.587 16.9
3c 0.712 0.150 0.120 0.592 16.9
3d 0.705 0.100 0.080 0.625 11.3
4 3.18 0.194 0.155 3.03 4.7
5 3.43 0.193 0.154 3.28 4.4
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TABLEXXV
THE EFFECTOF AL, TI AND CB ON PHASES
PRECIPITATEDINALLOY718
(Ti+Al)* Ti*
ALLOY C__b_b A__]_l Ti Cb C_ PRECIPITATE
Std. 718 5.20 0.55 0.85 0.690 0.300 Y"(Y');6
CWRU
1 5.31 0.55 0.87 0.655 0.318 Y"(Y');n
2 3.00 0.55 0.87 1.135 0.550 y"+y';
3 1.10 0.55 0.87 3.357 1.690 y'(y"); 9
NEW
4 3.49 0.53 1.09 1.090 0.580 y"+y' ; 9
5 3.89 0.52 1.27 0.970 0.620 y"+y';
* Ratiosare from atomic"/.,all othersare in weight
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FIGURE 1: EVOLUTIONOF SUPERALLOYUSE TEMPERATURE(REF. 1).
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FIGURE 4: (a) FCC L12 Ni3Cb LATTICEAND APPROXIMATELATTICE
PARAMETER;(b) BCT D022 Ni3Cb LATTICEAND APPROXIMATE
LATTICE PARAMETER(18).
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FIGURE5: STRUCTUREOF THE LAVESPHASE
(HEREWITHAN AB2 STRUCTURE}(66).
A-atoms are somewhat largerthantheB-atoms.
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FIGURE6: CANDIDATEELEMENTSFOR THE A AND B ATOMSOF THE LAVES
PHASE(65).
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FIGURE 7: EFFECT OF Ni CONTENTON ROOM TEMPERATURESTRENGTHAND
ELEVATEDTEMPERATUREtOO-HOURSTRESS-RUPTURESTRENGTH
(BASE COMPOSITION: Ni-Fe-15Cr-6Cb-3Mo-O.6Al-O.6Ti)(38).
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(BASECOMPOSITION: 53Ni-21CR-18Fe-4Cb-2Mo)(38).
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FIGURE11: TYPICALSOLUTIONAND AGE HEATTREATMENTOF ALLOY718,
WITHTHEMAJORPHASESPRECIPITATED(2).
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FIGURE12: EFFECTOF DEFORMATIONTEMPERATUREON THE FINALSTRUCTURE
OF INCONELALLOY718 (2).
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Fig. 9--Schematic representation of the steps In the
mechanism of stress-rupture of the experimental alloy
at 1600"F. Axis of tension Is vertical. _ Intragranular
_'. _) Agglomerated-f'. (_ Agglomerated ]VI_CI, _ Ma-
trix depleted of -/', (5) Microcracks at M,_Ci-depleted
zone interfaces.
FIGURE 13: SCHEMATICREPRESENTATIONOF THE STEPS IN THE MECHANISM
OF COBLE CREEP (91).
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FIGURE 14: (a) SOURCESOF STRATEGICMETALS,
(b) RECENT PRICE CHANGESOF METALS (112).
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FIGURE 15: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY la.
SOLUTION: 1040oC (1900OF),2 HOURS;
AGE: 705oc (1300OF),100 HOURS. 5000X.
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FIGURE 16: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY la.
SOLUTION: 930oc (1700OF),2 HOURS;
AGE: 705°C (1300OF),100 HOURS. IO000X.
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FIGURE 17: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY la.
SOLUTION: 1040oc (1900OF),2 HOURS;
AGE: 815oc (1500OF),25 HOURS.
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FIGURE 18: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY lb.
SOLUTION: 1040oc,2 HOURS;
AGE: 705oc,100 HOURS.
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FIGURE 19: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY 2a.
SOLUTION: i040oc,2 HOURS;
AGE: 705oc,100 HOURS.
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FIGURE 20: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY 2b, c and d.
SOLUTION: 1040oc,2 HOURS;
AGE: 705oc,100 HOURS.
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FIGURE 21: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY 2e.
SOLUTION: 1040oc,2 HOURS;
AGE: 705oc,100 HOURS.
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FIGURE 22: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY 2f.
SOLUTION: 1040°C,2 HOURS;
AGE: 705°C,100 HOURS.
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FIGURE 23: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY 3a, b, c and d.
SOLUTION: 980oc (1800OF),2 HOURS;
AGE: 705oc (1300OF),100 HOURS.
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FIGURE 24: GRAIN SIZE OF ALLOYS STUDIEDAS A FUNCTIONOF
SOLUTIONTEMPERATUREFOR VARIOUSCb CONTENTS.
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FIGURE 25: GRAIN SIZE OF ALLOYS STUDIEDAS A FUNCTION
OF CB CONTENTSFOR VARIOUSSOLUTIONTEMPERATURES.
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FIGURE 26: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY 4,
SOLUTION: 980°C (1800OF),2 HOURS;
AGE: 705oc (1300OF),100 HOURS.
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FIGURE 27: SOLUTIONAND AGE HEAT TREATEDALLOY 5.
SOLUTION: 980oc,2 HOURS;
AGE: 705oc,100 HOURS.
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FIGURE 28: HARDNESSOF ALLOYS STUDIEDAS A FUNCTION
OF Cb CONTENT IN SOLUTIONAND AGE CONDITION.
RANGE OF HARDNESS IS SHOWN.
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FIGURE29: HARDNESSOF ALLOYSSTUDIEDAS A FUNCTION
OF CB CONTENTIN SOLUTIONANDAGE CONDITION.
RANGEOF HARDNESSIS SHOWN.
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FIGURE30: TENSILESTRENGTHOF ALLOYSSTUDIEDAS A
FUNCTIONOF Cb CONTENT.
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FIGURE31: TENSILESTRENGTHOF SOLUTIONAND AGE ALLOYS
AS A FUNCTIONOF TEMPERATURE.
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FIGURE32: TENSILEDUCTILITYOF SOLUTIONAND AGE ALLOYS
AS A FUNCTIONOF TEMPERATURE.
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FIGURE33: MINIGRAINSTRUCTUREOF ALLOY 718.
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FIGURE 34: HARDNESSOF ALLOYS STUDIEDAS A FUNCTIONOF
Cb CONTENTIN VARIOUSPROCESSCONDITIONS.
RANGE OF HARDNESS IS SHOWN.
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FIGURE 35: REPROCESSEDALLOY la;
BEFOREAGE HEAT TREATMENT.
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FIGURE36: REPROCESSEDALLOY lb;
BEFOREAGE HEAT TREATMENT.
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FIGURE37: REPROCESSEDALLOY2a AND b; BEFOREAGE
HEATTREATMENT,a) ALLOY2a;b) ALLOY2b
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FIGURE38: REPROCESSEDALLOY 2e AND f; BEFOREAGE
HEAT TREATMENT,a) AllOY 2e; b) ALLOY 2f
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FIGURE 39: DIRECTAGE ALLOY la. AGE: 730oc,
8 HOURS F.C., 620oc,8 HOURS, A.C.
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FIGURE 40: DIRECTAGE ALLOY lb. AGE: 730oc,
8 HOURS F.C., 620oc, 8 HOURS,A.C.
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FIGURE41: DIRECTAGE ALLOY 2a AND b. AGE: 730oc,8 HOURS,
F.C., 620oC,8 HOURS, A.C. a) ALLOY 2a, b) ALLOY 2b.
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FIGURE 42: DIRECTAGE ALLOY 2e AND f. AGE: 730oc,8 HOURS,
F.C., 620oc,8 HOURS A.C. a) ALLOY 2e, b) ALLOY 2f.
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FIGURE43: TENSILESTRENGTHOF DIRECTAGE ALLOYS
AS A FUNCTIONOF TESTTEMPERATURE.
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FIGURE44: TENSILEDUCTILITYOF DIRECTAGE ALLOYSAS A
FUNCTIONOF TESTTEMPERATURE.THISIS A
RANGEFORALLOYSla,b AND 2a,b, e, f.
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FIGURE 45: HARDNESSOF ALLOYS 2a, c, e, f AS A FUNCTIONof
705oc (1300OF)AGE TIME. ALL ALLOYS SOLUTIONED
AT 1040oC (1900OF).
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FIGURE 46: HARDNESSOF ALLOYS 3a, b, c, AS A FUNCTION of
705°C (1300°F)AGE TIME. ALL ALLOYS
SOLUTIONEDAT 1040oc (1900OF).
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FIGURE 47: SOLUTIONAND AGE ALLOY la;
(AI+Ti)/Cb= 0.655 PREDOMINANTLYy" PRECIPITATION.
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FIGURE 48: SOLUTIONAND AGE ALLOY 2a;
(Al+Ti)/Cb= 1.135 BALANCEDy' AND y" PRECIPITATION,
a) ALLOY 2a; b) ALLOY 2f.
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FIGURE49: SOLUTIONAND AGE ALLOY3a;
(Al+Ti)/Cb= 3.357PREDOMINANTLYy" PRECIPITATION
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FIGURE50: TYPEOF STRENGTHENINGPRECIPITATESIN
ALLOY718AS FUNCTIONOF (Al+ Ti) AND Cb.
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FIGURE51: TYPEOF STABLE(OVERAGED)PHASEPRECIPITATED
INALLOY718AS A FUNCTIONOF Ti AND Cb.
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FIGURE 52: HARDNESSOF ALLOYS la, 2a, 3a AS A FUNCTION
OF 705oc (1300OF)AGE TIME.
ALL ALLOYS SOLUTIONEDAT I040oC (1900OF).
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FIGURE 53: SOLUTIONAND AGE ALLOY 4.
DETAILOF GRAIN BOUNDARY
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FIGURE 54: HARDNESSOF ALLOYS la 4, 5 AS A FUNCTION
OF 705oc (1300OF)AGE TIME. ALL ALLOYS
SOLUTIONEDAT 1040oc (1900OF).
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FIGURE 55: ORIGINALDIRECTAGE ALLOY la,
BEFOREAGE HEAT TREATMENT.
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FIGURE 56: ORIGINALDIRECT AGE ALLOY 2a,
BEFOREAGE HEAT TREATMENT.
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FIGURE 57: ORIGINALDIRECTAGE ALLOY 3a,
BEFOREAGE HEAT TREATMENT.
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